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T HE slight sketch which I proposeto present this evening will be
drawn from the border-land between
Science and Art. Chosen from such
a quarter, any subject, I -may safely
assume, is sure to command attention
from those who advocate a rational
system of education. The chief boast
of this Province is its admirable sys-
tem of public schools, as fit for the
richest as they are free to the poorest
in the land. To the cause of ele-
mentary education especially do we
contribute with open hand. This,
too, is the age of the inspector and
the superintendent; and here, if any-
where, we flatter ourselves, there is
no longer a danger of " the innocents
being slaughtered," as in days gone
by. Notwithstanding our confessed
superiority in all these respects to a
former age, no one, I trust, is satisfied
that we have reached the educational
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millennium, or that the youthful mind
receives at school precisely that train-
ing which best fits it for the battle of
life. The Gradgrinds are not all
dead yet, and many a father is still
vexed in spirit because his children
do not worship unceasingly at the
shrine of the "hard grain'd Muses"
and their kindred sisters. With the
present condition of our schools
I am not, I regret to say, person-
ally familiar; but I accept as facts
acknowledged on all hands the im-
provements which have taken place
in the buildings, in the methods of
discipline, and in the efficiency of
the staff. In these respects the school
of to-day is far superior to my old
acquaintance of five and twenty years
ago. How far the present general
scheme of elementary education mer-
its the praises so lavishly bestowed on
it is quite another question, which
ought not to be hastily decided in
oùr own favour without inquiring if we
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observe those due proportions which
should exist between the various parts
of the educational structure. In ear-
lier days, when the programme was
comparatively short, it was much
easier to observe this law of sym-
metry, and to make some attempt at
cultivating the tastes as well as
strengthening the reasoning powers.
In one school at least, both drawing
and music were then taught without
any injury to progress in other direc-
tions. A feeble but honest attempt,
in fact, was made to combine in due
proportions the so-called ornamental
and useful branches of education.
On looking back to those carly days
I can of course see that there was
room, as there is at all times, fol
nany improvements; but I can just
as clearly perceive that my early in-
structor possessed a true idea of the
essential requisites of a rudimentary
education. Since those days, whilst
Art, in one sense, has been stationary,
Science has been advancing with
enormous strides; and there is a
danger in a new country like this that
she may wholly displace her more
gentle sister. The example of other
countries more advanced in the Arts
and Sciences than we are, ought, how-
ever, to shew us the expediency of
preserving a proper balance between
the useful and ornamental sides of
education. In France and Belgium
the exhibitions of drawing by school
children are so far above our own at-
tempts that a Canadian is apt to con-
clude that they must be all born artists
there. Such a contrast should not
be without its lesson to us. It should
at any rate lead us to consider if our
own systern is not capable of produc-
ing equally satisfactory results. It
should not be forgotten that the so-
called ornamental branches are in
many respects the most useful in after
life, and their cultivation exerts in
many ways a most important influence
on the material interests of a country.

It is equally important to remember
that in order to educate the hand, to
train the eye, to cultivate the car, the
properexercises should becommenced
at an early age. To lcarn even the ru-
dim-nts of drawing or violin-playing is
no easy matter to a grown-up man-
to excel in either is simply impossible.
Leaving aside the question of ulti-
mate advantage, however, there is an
additional reason for not allowing the
useful branches to engross the atten.
tion of the pupil. His is of necessity
the treadmill age of education, and it
is Wise to mingle with his severer tasks
some studies that are better calculated
to captivate him. His progress in
grammar and arithmetic will not be
retarded by his taking a lively interest
in music and drawing.

These prelininary remarks have
been suggested to my mind mainly
by the nature of the subject on which
I have chosen to address you; for in
no departnent of knowledge is the
advantage of this blending together
of Science and Art so well exempli-
fied as in that of acoustics. To thor-
oughly apprehend its phenomena and
understand its laws, the acoustician
must combine the knowledge of the
mathematician, the physiologist, and
the psychologist, on the one hand,
and possess the trained car of the
musician on the other. Amongst the
mechanical problems of the subject
may be mentioned the inquiry into
the vibrations of elastic bodies, such
as plates, bars, rods, wires, strings, the
air. Then there is the mechanism of
the car to be studied in order to ex-
plain the mode of communication of
the vibrations of the air to the audi-
tory nerve. And finally one has to
engage in the work of analysing the
sensations produced. It is in this last
office that one finds the advantage of
possessing a well-trained ear. By
that I do not mean to imply that the
acoustician should be either a rusi-
cian or a musical critic (although it is
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well that he should be); for instead
of being called on to listen to musical
compositions with all their varied
charms of melody and harmony, he
is most frequently obliged to examine
individual sounds which often must
be prolonged in order to submit theni
to a sort of process of vivisection.
For such investigations one requires
the patient attention and observant
car of the tuner, rather than the skill
of the perfornier. The importance of
these varied accomplishments for the
study of acoustics is well. exemplified
in the history of the science. The
first steps in its progress in later times
were made by the mathematicians
Euler, Bernouilli,and others; Chladni,
to whom ve owe great advances in
the subject, especially the beautiful
experiments on vibrating plates, was
an accomplished musician; whilst
Helmholtz, who may be called the
Newton of the subject, is equally cele-
brated as a mathematician and physi-
ologist, and is at the sane time an
accomplished musician.

Amongst the instruments which
have enabled acousticians to make
the great advances of recent times,
none occupy so important a place as
the Tuning Fork. Its use as a stand-
ard of pitch for the singer and the
tuner all have long been familiar with.
Its functions now, however, are largely
extended. In the accurate measure-
ment of time, in the analysis and syn-
thesis of sounds, in the graphical and
optical examination of vibrations, it
lias become invaluable. As its value
for these purposes depends on the
peculiar nature of the vibrations of
its prongs, I shall proceed in the first
instance to describe some of the
simplest forms of this so called har-
monic motion. Let us consider first
the case of a point moving as a par-
ticle at the end of a prong. The
character of such a harmonic motion
is best understood by shewing its rela-
tion to the more familiar case of

uniform motion in a circle. When
a point is moving unifornly in a circle
we can imagine perpendiculars to be
drawn froni it at every instant to a
fixed diameter. The foot of the per-
pendicular will thus change its posi-
tion from instant to instant, and its
motion will be what is called simple
harmonic, of the same kind as that
of a particle of the tuning fork. By
varying the size of the circle and al-
tering the speed of the point on the
circumference, we can represent any
simple harmonic motion whatsoever.
The movement along the diameter,
you will observe, is oscillatory, the
extent of the motion on either side
of the centre is the length of the ra-
dius, and the velocity is continually
changing from zero at the end of the
course up to a maximum as it passes
through the centre. Such motions
are not generally of any considerable
amplitude. Approximately, however,
they are realized on a large scale when,
in viewing the heavenly bodies, we
observe the motion of a secondary
round its primary, the eye being in
the plane of the motion. The end
of a rod moving in a straight slot will
also approximately execute such a
motion, if its other end is connected
with a uniformly turning crank. The
clearest notions, however, of the
movement in question are obtained
by graphical representation. When
a point moves in any manner whatso-
ever in a right line, we can indicate
its position at every instant by an
auxiliary figure in which there is a
system of lines, one of which denotes
the times, and the other the corres-
ponding distances of the moving
point from some fixed position. Thus
let Oy be the line of motion, Ox per-
pendicular to it the line of times.
Divide the former according to some
scale (say inches) to represent distan-
ces, and the latter according to some
scale to represent divisions of time
(say secondg). Then the distances of
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a point Q from Ox, Oy indicate the
position of the moving point P at a
certain time. Thus if these distances
be 3 and 4 respectively, P will be at
a distance 3 inches from O in 4' sec-
onds. If these distances are known
at every instant, Q will trace out a
continuous line, straight or curved, and
the whole motion of P will be ex-
hibited. The sahie method may be
employed to indicate the gradual
changes to which any quantity is sub-
jeet in time. Thus Ox may repre-
sent, as before, the line of times, and
vertical distances may represent the
changes above or below the average
pressure of the atmosphere. In all
these cases, when the scales of length
and time are given, it is an easy mat-
ter to interpret the auxiliary figufe,
whether the line of points be straight,
curved, or broken. Let us now apply
this method to represent the motion
of a particle of a tuning fork. If Oy
be the amplitude, and 0.4 the time, of
a complete vibration, say the one hun-
dreth part of a second, the motion
during one second will be represented
by a curve of a wavy form, with roo
crests above 0A and a corresponding
number of hollows below. If the
vibration is uniformly sustained, the
amplitude remains the same, that is
to say, the crests and hollows remain
of the same height and depth res-
pectively; otherwise they diminish
and ultimately vanish. These curves
are best obtained mechanically by
ihe aid of a fork provided with a
tracer on one of its prongs. The
fork, being excited, is drawn so that
the tracer draws the curve on a piece
of smoked glass; or a strip of smoked
paper may be moved under the tra-
cer whilst the fork remains fixed, as
in one form of the chronograph. This
graphical mode of representing the
motion immediately discloses its most
important feature, namely, its iso-
chronism; for you will have observed
that whether the amplitude is dimin-

ishing or not, no change is made in
the intervals between the points where
the curve crosses the line of times--
in other words, the time of vibration
is independent of the amplitude. This
fact depends on the circumstance that
the force which solicits a particle in
this case varies simply as the distance
from its mean position. The effect
of such a variable force is so to change
the velocity from poi't to point that
the particle reaches its nean position
in the same time, no matter to what
distance it is dr:wn aside. You are
all familiar with the example of the
pendulum, in which this isochronism
is approximately realized. In the
case of the cycloidal pendulum the
vibrations are rigorously isochronous;
the time of reaching the mean posi-
tion being independent of the start-
ing point. Now, in this respect, the
vibrations of the tuning fork are simi-
lar to those of the pendulum, its vi-
brations being, in fact, generally called
endudar. Whether it be excited by

a violent blov or the most gentle bow-
ing, the time of vibration is the same
for the same fork. In other words,
the number of vibrations executed
in a second are the same, vhether
their amplitudes are large or small.
As the number of vibrations deter-
mine the pitch, the same fact is other-
wise expressed by saying that the
pitch of a, fork is constant. In order
to complete the description of a fork's
motion, it will be necessary to go a
little further and inquire how the fork
is moving as a whole. Ordinarily the
prongs approach and recede in turn,
each moving round the stem as a
hinge. They are, however, capable
of executing more complex move-
ments, the nature of which will be
apparent if we first examine some of
the modes in which a straight bar can
vibrate transversely. We may have,
for example, in a straight bar free at
both ends, vibrations in which the
number of nodes, or stationary points,
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arc respectively two, three, four and
so on. Now if we tum such a bar
into a tuning fork by bending it, we
must reject the unsymmetrical forms
where the numbcr of nodes is udd;
so that the fork vill have an even
number of nodes, equally distributed
between the prongs. In thesimplest
case during the operation of bending,
the two nodes approach, and will in
the fork nearly coincide at the stem.
Ip the next case, during the bending
the inner nodes go to the stem, and
the others to points on the prongs,.
about one-third the distance from the
end. In the first case when there
are only the two nodes at the :tem,
the fork gives what is called its fun-
damE tal tone. In order t. obtain
it we simply strike or bow one of the
prongs at or near the end in the di-
rection of i-)Lon. In the other case
when there are four nodes, a much
higher tone is produced, a harmonic
of the former. To obtain it the bow
must be dravn between tho stem and
one of the upper nodes. The fun-
damental tone may also be obtained
by exciting the fork by an electro
magnet under the influence of an
intermittent electric current, the inter-
mittence being generally obtained by
vhatis calledafork interrupter. These

vibrations are communicated to the air
around the fork, and ultimately to the
air just outside the tympanum of the
car. There small periodic changes
above and' below the ordinary pres-
sure of the air are produced, and the
mode in which these changes suc-
ceed one another corresponds to the
harmonic motion of the fork. In
other words, if we graphically repre-
sent these successive changes of pres-
sure that take place in the air of the
ear-channel during, say a second,
whilst a fork is sounding, we should
get a harmonic curve. If the amp-
litude of this curve is large, the sound
is loud, and feeble in the contrary
case. Different effects are obtained

as the car is placed at different points
round the fork, the intensity varying
fron a minimum to a maximum in a
quarter turn. In order to bring out
the fundamental tone of a fork it is
usual to join it to a resonalor, which
is nothing more than a closed pipe
open at one end, and containing a
mass of air capable of vibrating in
unison with the fork. In this respect
its office is similar to that of the
sounding board, which reinforces the
sounds of the strings stretched over
it. Detaching the resonator, and
making the air in it play the part of
the air in the mca/us or ear-channel,
you can all readily perceive the alter-
nations in intensity, as the opening is
turned towards different sides of the
prongs.

The chief interest in the tones of
tuning forks lies in the fact that they
are sinple, in the sense in which we
say that the spectrum colours are sim-
ple. A musical sound which is not
simple is resolvable into those which
are. The general subject of sound
analysis is too wide for me to enter
on it on the present occasion, but it
will not be without interest if I direct
your attention to one or two points in
connection therewith. And first with
respect to the analysing power of the
car. When one simple tone is sound-
ing we have seen that the pressure
curve for the air in the meatus is
a simple harmonic one. What,
then, is the pressure curve when seve-
ral tones are sounding at the same
time? We cannot, of course, have
several pressures coexistent at the
same point. The curve, therefore, is
unique, and for musical sounds will
be found to be periodic. Accord-
ingly no matter how many coexistent
vibrations there may be outside, there
will be but one series of pressure
changes in the meatus. Now it is
these pressure changes which are ul-
timately interpreted by the ear accord-
ing to a conplex process which I can-
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not now further explain. But that
thcrc is a process of resolution gone
through every one must know. When
a band is p1laying every one notices
the effects of several instruments at
the same time, his observation being
directed now to one group, now to
another. So, also, we recognize very
readily the voices of several pcople
talking at the sanie tine. In the
second place I have to remark that
a single musical sound is generally
compounded of simple tones. Thus
a note on a violin string, or the piano,
is really a collection of tones of dif-
ferent pitches and intensities, em-
bracing the fundamental and several
harmonics. For example, on the
piano, if C is sounded, an attentive
car perceives its octave and the fifth
(G) above that. A violinist readily
perceives when a note is played on
the violin a much longer succession
of harmonics. Now what is truc of the
note of the violin is truc of the gener-
ality of musical sounds ; and if we do
not usually manifest the acoustician's
powers of analyzing them, it is be-
cause no useful purpose would be
served by our doing so. Indirectly,
however, we do recognize the consti-
tuent tones of a note. C on the
piano is different in quality from C on
the violin only because the harmonic
notes are not equally strong. One
voice has a different quality from
another for a similar reason. These
differences in quality we recognize im-
mediately, and, as that generally
serves our purpose, it would be use-
less to enter on a process of analysis.
An illustration will convey my mean-
ing more clearly. In listening to
s-veral choirs in succession, suppose
our object was simply to distinguish
one from another. If this could be
done without comparing sopranos in
one with sopranos in the other, tenors
with tenors, and so on, nothing would
be gained by such a processof analysis.
Inorder to tellGilmore's band from the

performers of a country village, it is
not nccessary to dissect the perform-
ance of every member fron the drum-
mer boy upwards. So it is in ordi-
nary cases where the car does not
exercise its analyzing powers. By
an immediate deduction we recognize
the qualities of different voices and
instruments; and so the necessity for
analysis does not exist. The compo-
site character of sounds, however, is
none the less a fact which can be es-
tablished by synthesis and analysis.
If, for example, a fundanental note
and its harmonics are simultaneously
produced on a series of forks, the
former being loud and the latter
feeble, the pitch still appears to be
that of the fundamental, but the qual-
ity of the sound is changed, and the
character of the change depends on
the number and intensity of the ac-
companying harmonics. On the
other hand all musical sounds, what-
ever their quality and origin, can be
analyzed in various ways and shevn
to be compounded, when not simple,
of a fundamental and its harmonics.
This fact can be established most
satisfactorily with the aid of resona-
tors. Thus, if appropriate resonators
are applied in succession to the ear,
the component tones of a voice emit-
ting a low note can be discovered,
and are found to enbrace a long
series of harmonics in addition to the
fundamental. No more interesting
example of voice analysis can be ad-
duced than the method which has
been employed to examine the vowel
sounds. To apprehend the process
it must be borne in mind that all
vocal sounds are produced primarily
in the gloitis by the vibrations of the
vocal chords, but that they only be-
corne speech in virtue of certain modi-
fications imposed on thern in the
mouth. There they are formed into
vowels, consonants, syllables, words.
During the formation of the vowels
the mouth cavity assumes définite
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shapes, and for the time plays the
part of a resonator. Suppose then
that the vocal chords produce a cer-
tain note. This in reality consists of
a fundaniental and several harnonics.
Whcn the mouth is formed to
pronounce thc vowels in succession,
the cavity becomes a resonator
wvhich reinforces different harmonics.
All the vowels can in fact be pro-
nounced on the sanie fundamental,
and, in order to pass fron one to
another it is not necessary, therefore,
to change the vibration of the vocal
chords-it is suflicient to modifv the
form of the mouth and so add to the
effect of certain harmonics. Differ-
ent harmonics are thus found to be
characteristic of different vovels. As
the vovels arc pronounted differently
in different languages and dialects, it
is, of course, necessary, in determining
these characteristic tones, to cmploy
a fixed mode of pronunciation. For
the German language this determina-
tion has been effected with great pre-
cision by Helmholtz, Kœnig and
others. Tuning forks, giving these
characteristic tones, with the accom-
patiying resonators, are made by
KSnig, of Paris. These forks may be
set in sympathetic vibration by the
voice when pronouncing the corre-
sponding vowel, or the vibrating fork
may be used to set in vibration the air
in the mouth when merely formed to
pronounce the vowel.

One more illustration of the use of
tuning forks, and I have donc. For
the purpose of tuning (the piano, for
instance,) either one fork may bc
used, or thirteen. In the former case
the tuner having tuned a certain note
in unison with his standard fork, de-
pends on his ear for tuning the re-
naining notes. This he does by

carefully adjusting the intervals of
octaves and fifths, fourths and thirds
being also employed by some tuners.
In the other case, he simply brings
the thirteen notes of one part of the

scale into unison with the forks, and
then tunes the remainder by octaves,
Now neither of these nethods is to
be depended on if we wish to attàin
to extreme accuracy, the source of
crror lying in the fact that the car is
only capable of deciding vithin cer-
tain limits betwecn two notes lying
very near to cach other. If one fork,
for exan ple, pcrforms6o vibrations per
second and another 61, the difference
in the tones may be detcctcd by the
car, but not so if the vibration-num-
bers are say 200 and 20. By taking
account, however, of the phenomenon
of the beats which arc heard when
two notes very near to one another
are sounding, we can tune with ex-
treme accuracy. The beats are casily
recognized by a rising and falling in
intensity, and their number per sec-
ond is equal to the difference be-
tween the vibration-numbers of the
two notes. Thus, if one fork vibrates
256 times per second and another 260,
they will, when sounding together,
produce four beats per second. If,
therefore, we wish to make an exact
copy of the former, it is only neces-
sary to make a fork which shall pro-
duce four beats persecond when sound-
ing with the latter. So,also,if we wish
to tune a piano very accurately,instead
of employing the thirteen forks of a
scale of equal temperament, we should
employ forks which give each four vi-
brations less. With such a set a note at
this part of the scale will only be cor-
rect if it gives four beats per second
when sounding with the correspond-
ing fork. This adjustment can be
effected with the aid of a metronome
with the utinost accuracy, and the
remaining notes are then tuned by
octaves.

I miglit continue to describe many
other uses of the tuning fork, some of
which would possess still greater in-
terest for you; but I trust that the
illustrations already adduced are suf-
ficient to indicate that this plain and
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unpretentious instrument has risen to fut aid in cxtcnding the bounds of
an important position in the world of knowledge.
science, and has bccome a most use-

OUR SCHOOL SYSTEM.

11Y AGRICOLA.

IT is surprising how much ingenuity
has been expended in attempts

to solve the problcm: How are we
to render our schools rcally eficient?
It is admittcd that individual schools
are met with which rise to the neces-
sary degree of eficiency, or come
very near it,, but the problem, of
course, cannot be considered solved
until it has bccome possible to decide
beforchand whether a school will be
successful or not. In details we have
seen so many experiments tried, skil-
fut and otherwise, that we are almost
led to believe that the object is not
to discover the best solution, but to
find one which will fill the place, in
some degree, of the truc one. Have
we come so far on the way of our
vaunted progress, and do we still find
that the science of Education-per-
liaps the most important of all-stands
still, and seemingly as little advanced
as the science of ArchSology. But
there is no lack of theorists who give
much time and ability to the question.
Ah 1 if these theorists could only be
induced to abandon their ballooning
and keep their feet well on the firm
ground, what results we might expect 1
Let them but recognize that, after ail,
the whole matter is like the question
of making the best boots. How are
these to be made? " Oh," says one,
" employ good foremen, who wiill keep
a sharp look out after the manner in
which· the work is done." So the
schools have Inspectors. But here
is our difficulty. An inspector must

know how to inspect. Now, in:spe-
ing means /oo/ing into, and a magpie
may "look into " a marrow-bone and
bc quite at a loss to know what to do
next. So inspectors sometimes look
into a class-room, and perhaps find
it empty of marrow; and sometimes
they cannot sec vhat marrow there
is certainly in it. To find marrow
netaphorically, requires a trained
metaphorical eyesight, and it is per-
haps a pity to take a successful teacher
and make an inspector of him; but
if we arc to have inspectors, and they
arc to be of any use, they must be
chosen from amongst the list of " suc-
cessful teachers." An inspector should
be a very "round " man, not eager to
display his angles and crotchets be-
fore teacher and class, exciting per-
haps the indignation or contempt of
the one, and puzzling the other, and
then basing his report upon the con-
fusion whichhe has himself introduced
into, it may be, a well ordered school-
room. " Oh 1" says another, " in-
spectors are very good, but they are
not enougli; we must have searching
examinations and plenty of them." In
the short space of a twelvemonth,
nay, of less than ten months, what an
arnount of work must be gone over 1
Yes, gone ove,-, not t/zrough. There
is now a goad for indolent scholars;
they may be plucked t What does
"plucking"mean? Is there disgrace
attending it ? Whatever it really
signifies, it must. be something un-
pleasant. A sensitive child would
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not like to have the word applicd to
himself. Could we forgive the pea-
cock his discordant voice if he werc
"pluckcd " ? Through, a succcssful
answering of examination-questions
alone can he be admitted into the
highcst class in the school ; the ex-
amination then cannot be shirkcd.
In this way, an elemcnt of unrest
is introduced intoourschools. "]But,"
says the complacent examiner," tcse
examinations decpen the strcam of
education." " Yes,' replies the
teacher," and narrows it, for, after all,
you deepen the stream by bringing
the banks ncarer together." Now
everything must be ncglccted that
does not conduce to Ihe great objcct
of passing the examination. What
kind of questions is the examiner
likely to ask ? Judging from his past
questions, what is his individual bias ?
What, in short, is his hobby, and how
can the scholar be best prepared to
meet his examiner's idiosyncrasies ?
One scholar will tell another not to
" get up "such and such a subject,
because Mr. So-and-so never asks
anything about it. So narrow is the
stream likely to become that ere long,
forced and turbid, its waters will be
able to give back no reflection of the
flowers that grow upon its banks, or
of the blue sky above. The results
are seen only by the teacher, the
experiments have been planned by
another.

Says a third,"You must have in
addition to these educational speci-
fics-inspectors and examinations-
one more, and then you will have the
three complete : Payment by results 1
We all have heard the phrase before,
but do any of us know what it means?
Anyone can tell what it ought to
mean, and, doubtless, if every man
were paid strictly according to the
results he produces, every one would
get his due. Large sums are handed
over to men, who do not teach to dis-
cover the " results " that are to be

" paid for." Tiese persons arc oftcn
quite unabie to judge of the value of
a set of answers sent in by a young
scholar. They can make merry over
the ïrotesque mistakes of immature
minds, and perhaps they can always
tell whether an answer is right or
wrong; but an expcricnccd teacher
knows full well that there are often
more than two ways of answering
questions, and that old hcads on
young shoulders arc phenomenal.

If then inspectors, examinations,
and "payment by results" have failed,
or are failing, what do you suggcst ?
Fortunately there is one thing that
can be donc, and unfortunately it will
in all likelihood, be left till the last,
because it is the bcst. I alluded
previously to the naking of boots.
How are the best boots made ? Just
by using the best materials and em-
ploying the best workmen. These
workmen are well paid. 1 do not
object, indeed I think it is advisable,
to have a good foreman-call him an
inspector if you will-but he too must
be a good workman, and above all
things must not display his ignorance
before his men. He must know a
well-finished boot when he secs it, he
must recognize a master in the craft
by the way in which he goes about
his work ; and lastly, he must know
how to advise, guide, correct, encour-
age the apprentice hands.

Teachers have been chilled out of
the school-room, whom nature and
education had formed for it, and
scores are now engaged in teaching
whom nature and education intended
for something else. The teacher
must think of his calling as an artist
of his art, as a successful physician or
lawyer of his profession. Every de-
tail of it must possess a charn for
him. But how many of our teachers
have any inducement to do this ?
They are for the most part ill-paid,
and so taught to look upon the school-
room but as a passage to some other
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occupation. In the advertisements
in our papers the candidates for va-
cant positions are asked to " state
salary," and this too, in an era of
" payments by results." That is, let
them cut down their demands so
that the lowest tender will be a very
low one. School-boards will tell
you that it is a question of demand
and supply, and that when so many
teach salaries must be lov. Is it
really necessary to make the state-
ment that good teachers are as rare
as good doctors? But the good doc-
tor lias the matter in his own hands,
vhile the teacher's career is largely
marked out for him by school-boards,
thrown together at hap-hazard, and,

AT one of the Whitby (England) schools,
the geographical teaching is a model of in-
telligence and ingenuity. The subject is the
geography of Yorkshire, and a sand map of
the county, with all the important physical
features, has been carefully modelled on a
terrace adjoining the schoolroom. The sand
bas been brought by the children from the
beach, and has been moulded by them, with
the assistance of their teachers, into moun-
tains, hills, valleys and rivers. The propor-
tions are observed with wonderful accuracy;
nothing could be neater or more finished in
its way than the coast line ornamented with
diminutive lighthouses at the well-known
points; the towns are represented by little
square blocks of chalk, of different sizes, ac-
cording to their population and importance ;
the river basins have been carefully distin-
guished from one another; everything speaks
to the eye. It is quite plain that the geo-
graphy lesson has formed part of the recrea-
tion of the school, and the examination is
eagerly looked forward to. The children

as rate-payers in authority, with a
keen regard for their own pockets.
Hence we know what is meant by
saying that teaching is not yet a pro-
fession ; but when an effort has been
made to make it one, when the true
teacher shall have been freed from
the petty annoyances which tend but
to wear out his life, when lie receives
adequate "payment" for his "results,"
and is not compelled to look out and
beyond for another goal, then, and
not tilt thens, will our school-system
be placed upon a right and sure foun-
dation, for upon the teacher, and
upon the teacher alone, nust depend
the perfection of the whole fabric of
public education.

leave the schoolroom and come out into the
fresh open air. They cluster round their ter-
race map, and it is a pleasure to watch the
keen interest, the delight with which they
answer questions. In their case one great ob-
ject of mental education, viz., the develop-
ment of a sense of pleasure in the acquisition
of knowledge, lias been successfully attained.

A NEWSPAPER proprietor advertised for an
advertisement canvasser, and his test of the
applicants' fitness when they appeared was
to tell them to get out of his office that in-
stant or he would turn them out. Several
timid young men turned and left him with
great disgust, but one, more brazen-faced
than the rest, nothing daunted by the threat,
coolly sat down and refused to leave until his
testimonials were examined. So he locked
the door, but the key in his pocket, and
handed in his papers. " Ah," said the ad-
vertiser, "you'll do, I can see. I don't want
testimonials; your style is enough for me."
-Qeenslander.
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MACAULAY'S ESSAYS.

BY SAMUEL MACKNIGHT, HALIFAX.

M ACAULAY, the greatest writer,
perhaps, of the English na-

tion, made his most brilliant contri-
bution to literature in a somewhat,
undignified form. The treasures of his
greAt memory, the enthusiasm of his
exalted mind, the descriptive powers
of his vivid pen, were concentrated
on short and unconnected articles,
written on the impulse of transient
events, and published in a periodical
of literary criticism. Those musical
sentences which dethroned from their
place of supremacy in letters the re-
fined simpìicity of Addison, and the
sonorous eloquence of Gibbon, those
immortal expositions which bring be-
fore our minds in one view the whole
nature and history of the Church of
Rome in Europe, the whole theory
of the development of popular liberty,
first in Britain and then on the Con-
tinent, the whole contrast between
the high-flying 'philosophy of the
ancients and the modest philosophy
of Bacon-were all brought into ex-
istence to stand side by side with
ordinary critical matter in the col-
umus of the Edinburgk Review. It
is in the essays of Macaulay that we
have the best examples known to us
of the combination of beauty with
force ; it is to the essays of Macaulay
that we go to study depth of thought
united with elegance of arrangement;
it is in the essays of Macaulay, if any-
where, that we would expect lofty
subjects with lofty surroundings ; and
yet these very essays were written to

announce the appearance of obscure
biographies and new editions of class-
ical works. The articles are gener-
ally suggested by obscure publica-
tions, and are often prefaced by petty
denunciations of the authors. All
the fine reasoning in the essay on
Milton owes its existence to a musty
pamphlet of the great poet, discover-
ed by a Mr. Lemon and edited by a
Mr. Sumner. Ail those paragraphs
in the essay on Hastings, by virtue of
which we fancy ourselves sitting in
Westminster Hall, and think we hear
the voice of Sheridan, are mingled in
our minds with the imperfections of
the Rev. Mr. Gleig, and his incapa-
city as a biog.rapher. In the essay on
Croker's edition of Boswell's Life of
Johnson, our attention is directed to
Mr. Croker's bad English, and even
to his bad type. The essay on Robert
Montgomery, that nipping of a poet
in the bud, is the strength of a master
in literature devoted to the immortal-
izing of a fool.

The peculiar style of Macaulay has,
ever since the appearance of his first
writings, been the study and admira-
tion of all readers. The most com-
mon description of it is to say that
the sentences are short, and that
general statements are habitually fol-
lowed by particular statements illus-
trating them. .But it may be doubted
whether the most fundamental pecu-
liarity of his diction is the brevity of
the sentences. The sentences are
not short. It is true that sentences
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of twenty words, sentences of ten
words, sentences of five words occur
in every paragraph. It is true that
long successions of sentences, none
of them exceeding ten words, are to
be found in the most vigorous pas-
sages. Yet in many cases where the
voice speaking to us is most charac-
teristically the voice of Macaulay, we
can count, before a final pause comes,
as many verbs and adjectives as
could be counted in one sentence by
the hearers of Robert Hall, and can
be conscious that our ears are kept
filled with sound as long as when we
read any of those involved and pom-
pous effusions which came with such
uniformity from the pen of Samuel
Johnson. His short sentences are
no more his own than his long onès.
There can be little doubt that the
secret is to be looked for in some
other feature. We must find some-
thing that those short sentences and
the larger sentences possess in com-
mon. That there is something in
common we are perfectly assured. It
may be difficult to catch, difficult to
express ; but it seems to us to be ex-
pressed by the words independenzce
and unity. Every sentence appears
to be perfectly separated from all
others, to stand upon its own ground,
to be entirely devoted to the expres-
sing of one truth. Each gives only
one idea, but each gives one whole
idea. The successive sentences are,
of course, not unconnected with one
another in thought. But they are
connected in no other way than in
thought. They are not additions be-
ginning with and; they are not re-
suits introduced by Aence. His addi-
tional utterance, even where it is a
mere repetition, as it often is, brings
with it all the dignity as well as the sep-
aration of a new idea. If, in relating
Addison's travels in Italy, we were to
speak as follows, our English would
be good enough:-" Addison ascend-
ed Vesuvius, visited the tunnel of

Posilipo, and wandered among the
verdure of Capree, thus seeing every-
thing at Naples that could then in-
terest a foreign tourist." But out of
the same material, Macaulay produces
a different result. " What was to be
seen at Naples, Addison saw. He
climbed Vesuvius, explored the tun-
nel of Posilipo, and wandered among
the vines and almond trees of Cap-
reme." He gives us two statements,
the one little more than a repetition
of the other, but both perfectly clear,
perfectly distinct, both characterized
by the most perfect unity. In medi-
tating upon any subject, his mind be-
came occupied by a number of ideas,
distinct, yet kindred. In writing, his
object was to determine in what
order these ideas should be expressed,
and having determined theii vrder, to
see that every one of them had an
adequate and forcible representation
on paper. The following eulogy of
Milton, from a thousand eulogies of
Milton, is a fine example of distinct,
yet kindred ideas, sharply separated
into distinct yet kindred sentences.

" Milton was under the influence
of all the feelings by which the gal-
lant cavaliers were misled. But of
those feelings he was the master and
not the slave. Like the hero of
Homer he enjoyed all the pleasures
of fascination; but lie was not fasci-
nated. He listened to the song of
the Sirens, yet he glided by without
being seduced 'to their fatal shore.
He tasted the cup of Circe; but he
bore about with hima a sure antidote
against the effects of its bewitching
sweetness. It is the very struggle of
the noble Othello. His heart re-
lents, but his hand is firm. He does
naught in hate, but all in honour.
He kisses the beautiful deceiver be-
fore he destroys her."

Closely connected with the unity
and separateness of his sentences, is
that characteristic which has gained
for his style the epithet Illustrative.
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His way with his readers is clear. He
first impresses them with the general
fact. He then makes it luminous by
giving some of the instances upon
which his belief in it is founded.
These general truths he is continually
creating. Under his management
long arrays of facts fall into groups,
and each of these groups becomes a
mere series of illustrations to some
general idea. Everything that enters
his mind is transformed. He mar-
shals the results of his investigations,
and they falt indeed into a splendid
file. Where the ordinary informant
contents himself with a list of plain
facts, Macaulay creates a theory, and
makes the facts look as if they sprung
out of it. A duller biographer would
let Addison go from Rome to Naples
and from Naples back to Rome, with-
out attempting to make a distinctive
idea pervade the Neapolitan as dis-
tinguished from the Roman part of
his experience. But the great essay-
ist gives us such an idea, and it is a
most natural one.

" He posted along the Appian
Way to Naples. Naples was then
destitute of what are now perhaps its
chief attractions. The lovely bay
and the awful mountain were indeed
there. But a farm-house stood upon
the theatre of Herculaneum, and
rows of vines grew over the streets of
Pompeii. The temples of Paestum
had not indeed ben hidden from
the eye of man by any great convul-
sion of nature; but, strange to say,
their existence was a secret even to
artists and antiquaries. Though sit-
uated within a few hours' journey of
a great capital, where Salvator had
not long before painted, and where
Vico was then lecturing, those noble
remains were as little known to Europe
as the ruined cities overgrown by the
forests of Yucatan. What was to be
seen at Naples, Addison saw. He
climbed Vesuvius, explored the tun-
nel of Posilipo, and wandered among

the vines and almond trees of Ca-
pre.m."

Another pecu!iarity of Macaulay is
his fondness for repetition. He loves
to say a thing twice. His favourite
ideas seem to him to deserve two or
three incarnations, and his pen never
fails to furnish two or three different
sets of words. This is undoubtedly
one of the great secrets of his diction.
There are of course many kînds of
narration in which it would be out of
place ; there are many cases in which
the idea is evidently not to be dwelt
upon. But when a theory is to be
stated it is of great advantage that its
different parts should be held up in
many lights ; and when a theory is to
be stated, Macaulay is sure to hold
it up in many lights. When he
wishes to convey an opinion to us, he
tells us it first in the broadest terms ,
he then tells us it in definite language;
and often repeats it a third time in
language more definite still. Yet
this is not all. In some passages he
carries out a complicated series of
repetitions. Not only is one idea
presented to us many times by a suc-
cession of sentences, but in later parts
of the discourse that same idea is pre-
sented to us again and again in new
successions of sentences. In this
way long paragraphs are placed be-
fore us, and we grasp his theory more
and more firmly at every new effort
of the mind. We seem, as we ap-
proach the end, to see as the writer
sees.

A. noble passage in the introduction
to the essay on Bacon illustrates this
almost to exaggeration. The essayist
as usual, before proceeding to Bacon,
bas something to criticize in Bacon's
editor, Mr. Montagu. He finds Mr.
Montagu guilty of hero-worship. And
fron Mr. Montagu he passes to hero-
worshippers in general. Thus is in-
troduced a long and sonorous para-
graph, a paragraph of thirty-seven elo-
quent sentences, covering an entire
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page. In this whole page of writing we
venture to assert that therearenotmore
than three ideas; and indeed these
three are so closely connected tha1t we
might call them one. In the first
place there is this idea-that we ail
have an unijust partiality for the great
minds of former ages. He next
proves this by a more general fact-
that we ail have an unjust partiality
for those to whom we are indebted.
Nothing then remains but to shew
that we are indebted to the great
minds of former ages. These are the
three ideas. Now if the use of a para-
graph were merely to catalogue a list
of thoughts, ail the thoughts in this
paragraph might be written in three
sentences. Indeed, to make moxe
than three sentences of them would
be not only extravagant but impos-
sible. But such is not the object of
rhetorical writing.

The first of these ideas is expressed
at the opening of the paragraph.
"There is scarcely any delusion
which has a better claim to be indul-
gently treated than that under the in-
fluence of which a man ascribes every
moral excellence to those who have
left imperishable monuments of their
genius." We then proceed to the
second. "The causes of this error
lie deep in the inmost recesses of
human nature. We are all inclined
to judge of others as we find them.
Our estimate of a character always
depends much on the manner in
which that character affects our in-
terests and passions. We find it diffi-
cult to think well of those by whom
we are t'hwarted or depressed ; and
we are ready to admit every excuse
for the vices of those who are useful
or agreeable to us." Now are there
not here three statements of one fact?
How much difference is there between
saying that we judge of others as we
find them, and that we estimate others
by the manner in which they treat us ?
Or between saying that we estimate

others by the manner in which they
treat us, and saying that we do not
think well of those who thwart us,
but make excuses for those who are
useful to us ? The second is indeed
more definite than the first, and the
third than the second. But is not the
idea which is behind thewords essenti-
ally thesameinallthe threestatements?
Having thus dvelt upon the second
idea, we return to the first. "l Hence
it is that the moral character of a
man eminent in letters or in the fine
arts is treated, often by contempor-
aries, almost alivays by posterity, with
extraordinary tenderness." We thein
take up the third. " The world de-
rives pleasure and advantage from
the performances of such a man."
And vhat is the next sentence but a
repetition of it? " The number of
those who suffer by his personal vices,
is small, even in his own time, when
compared with the number of those
to whom his talents are a source of
gratification." And the next but a
repetition ? " In a few years all those
whom he has injured disappear. But
his works remain, and are a source of
delight to millions." This fact is
illustrated by the examples of Sallust,
Clarendon, Shakspeare, and Field-
ing. We then come back, for the
second time, to the original idea.
" A great writer is the friend and bene-
factor of his readers ; and they cannot
but judge of him under the deluding
influence of friendship and gratitude."
And then once more to the second.
" We ail know how unwilling we are
to admit the truth of any disgraceful
story about a person whose society
we like and from whom we have re-
ceived favours." And then once
more to the first. " Just such is the
feeling which a man of liberal educa-
tion naturally entertains towards the
great minds of former ages." And
finally state the third again with the
most detailed and brilliant elaboration.

The whole paragraph as it stands is
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one of Macaulay's greatest achieve-
ments with English words. The pas-
sage in the history in which he de-
scribes with poetic elevation the
niagnificent foreign policy of Oliver,
that terror vhich hung over the dock-
yards of Amsterdam, and crept into
the ante-chaibers of Paris, those Eng-
lish guns which, it had been threat-
ened, might yet resound within hear-
ing of the castle of St. Angelo in
Rome; the passage in the history in
which he reflects with poetic pathos
on the deep humiliation of the Irish
at the Revolution, on their long-con-
tinued wrongs and slow restitution;
the passage in the Essays in which he
describes the opening scene of the
trial of Warren Hastings, the marshal-
ling of the peers, the culprit's bending
his knee-these passages may per-
haps have greater claims to being
considered the best products of his
pen. But in none of those cases is it
a theory that he has for his subject,
and in none of those cases, perhaps,
does he build his edifice so completely
from materials furnished by his own
mind. The workmanship, we cannot
but be persuaded, consists in elaborate
and bold repetition. He hammers
his nail with many loud and distinct
reverberations. His blows are all
made upon one object, and aimed in
one direction. And at the end, proud
of the fastness of his workmanship, he
continues to lift his arm and causes it
to descend, spell-bound by the mere
pleasure of striking, and listening to
the sounds he makes.

We have so far been chiefly con-
sidering the most mechanical part of
our subject. The highest merit of
Lord Macaulay's writing is that singu-
lar vividness with which he brings
distant and obscure objects near.
His descriptive power is founded on
a habit of rejecting all general expres-
sions in favour of enumerations of
definite objects. Whatever the rea-
son of it may be, it is an undoubted

fact that our minds are affected by a
general expression in a manner alto-
gether different from that in which
they are affected by a statement of
details. In the one case, indeed, we
are presented with the whole amount
of knovledge ; but in the other that
knowledge sinks in more deeply. In
the one case we become fully aware
of the fact ; but in the other the
scene is brought before our very eyez,
the sound to our very ears. Thus, if
we wish to shew the growth of Lon-
don since the seventeenth century, we
may say that Chelsea was then a rural
village, and that that part of the
city between Chelsea and Westmin-
ster was mere open country. To say
that it was mere open country means
quite as much as to say that it was
covered with corn-fields and hedges,
that it had few houses, and was fre-
quented only by people of rural
occupations. To say that it was
open countrywould be as full and
exact a statement of the fact as
could possibly be invented. Yet
Macaulay does not say that it was
open country, but that sportsmen and
milkmaids wandered over it. In the
same manner, when he wished to in-
form us that Herculaneum and Pom-
peii were unknown in the time of
Addison, he could not have told us
that fact more accurately than by
simply saying that they were unknown.
Yet he does not say that they were
unknown, but that a farm-house stood
on the theatre of Herculaneum, and
rows of vines grew over the streets of
Pompeii. We thus get a most vivid
idea of those undiscovered relics of
antiquity, lying underground, buried
many feet deep, the peasants above
unconscious of their existence.

When again he wishes to tell us
that a volume has long ago ceased to
be read, he does not say that it has
ceased to be read, or that it is out of
date, or obsolete, or forgotten, or
that it has followed its predecessors
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into obscurity, but says that it lias
followed its predecessors to the dust
and silence of the upper shelf. The
upper slelf, the dust, the silence,
strike us as none of the other expres-
sions could, and to the upper shelf,
the dust and the silence, the essayist
accordingly has recourse.

To recite the descriptive and pic-
torial passages of Macaulay would be
to recite his whole works ; yet no ac-
count of his style would be adequate
without giving a series of examples of
those fmner descriptions which abound
in the historical essays. If we search
for them, even at random, we cannot
fail to come upon some of great merit.
The following are from the Essay on
Machiavelli. First, a description of
the decay of Venice : " Ail the curdes
denounced of old against Tyre seem-
ed to have fallen on Venice. Her
merchants already stood afar off,
lamenting for their great city. The
time seemed near when the sea-weed
should overgrow ber silent Rialto, and
the fisherman wash his nets in her
deserted arsenal." Then that of
Florence: "With peculiar pleasure
every cultivated mind must repose on
the fair, the happy, the glorious Flor-
ence, the halls which rang with the
mirth of Pulci, the cell where twinkled
the midnight lamp of Politian, the
statues on which the young eye of
Michael Angelo glared wih the frenzy
of a kindred inspiration, the gardens
in which Lorenzo meditated some
sparkling song for the May-day dance
of the Etrurian virgins. A time was
at hand whien all the seven phials of
the Apocalypse were to be poured
forth and shaken out over those pleas-
ant countries, a time of slaughter,
famine, beggary, infamy, slavery, de-
s ir." Again : "The time when
eloquence was to be gagged, and
reason to be hoodwinked, when the
harp of the poet was to be hung on the
willows of Arno, and the right hand
of the painter to forget its cunning."

The following is a description of
the Italian coast :-" The felucca
passed the headland where the oar
and trumpet were placed by the Tro-
jan adventurers on the tomb of
Misenus, and anchored at night under
the shelter of the fabled promontory
of Circe. The voyage ended in
the Tiber, still overhung vith dark
verdure, and still turbid with yellow
sand, as wlhen it met the eyes of
ÆEneas."

The essay on Milton abounds in
brilliant descriptions. In language of
Cavalier energy be shews the ridicu-
lous aspect of the Puritans. "Major-
generals fleecing their districts ; sol-
diers revelling on the spoils of a
ruined peasantry; upstarts, enriched
by the public plunder, taking posses-
sion of the hospitable firesides and
hereditary trees of the old gentry ;
boys snm.ashing the beautiful windows
of cathedrals ; Quakers riding naked
through the market-place ; Fifth-mon-
archy-men shouting for King Jesus ;
agitators lecturing from the tops of
tubs on the fate of Agag." He shews
the nobility of the Puritan character,
a little farther on, in language which,
from its beauty, iust be immortal.
"In his devotional retirement he
prayed with convulsions, and groans,
and tears. He was half maddened
by glorious or terrible illusions. He
heard the lyres of angels, or the
tempting whispers of fiends. He
caught a glimpse of the beatific vision,
or woke screaming from dreams of
everlasting fire. Like Vane, he
thought himself entrusted with the
sceptre of the millennial year. Like
Fleetwood, he cried in the bitterness
of his soul that God had hid his face
from him." His sentences on the
age of Charles Il. are of unequalled
sarcastic power. " The golden age
of the coward, the bigot and the
slave. The caresses of harlots and
the jests of buffoons regulated the
policy of the state. The government
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had just ability enough to deceive,
and just religion enough to persecute.

hlie principles of liberty were the
scoff of every grinning courtier, and
the anathema maranatha of every
fawning dean."

As might be supposed, he has a
peculiar power of bringing before us
thé characters of men. lHe describes
the character of Strafford in a sentence
of singular vivacity. "But Went-
worth-who ever names him without
thinking of those harsh, dark features,
ennobled by their expression into
more than the majesty of an antique
Jupiter; of that brow, that eye, that
cheek, that lip, wherein, as in a chron-
icle, are written the events of many
storny and disastrous years, high en-
terprise accomplished, frightful dan-
gers braved, power unsparingly exer-
cised, suffering unshrinkingly borne;
of that fixed look, so full of severity,
at once to forbode and to defy a ter-
rible fate, as it lowers on us from the
living canvas of Vandyke?" In
giving an account of a scene he sorne-
times carries his search for striking
details to a height which startles us
from its deliberate boldness. In the
case of the trial of Hastings, after
going over the hall, the assemblage,
and ceremonies, he proceeds to reveal
to us the minds of the audience.
" There Siddons, in the prime of her
majestic beauty, looked with emotion
on a scene surpassing all the imita-
tions of the stage. There the histor-
ian of the Roman Empire thought of
the days when Cicero pleaded the
cause of Sicily against Verres, and
when, before a Senate which still re-
tained some show of freedom, Tacitus
thundered against the oppressor of
Africa." It was his fear of using
general language which led him to
bring to his aid the celebrated school-
boy. To say that a fact or event was
universally known was with him too
duli an expression.' He therefore
availed himself of the schoolboy, say-

6

ing that the schoolboy knew it.
Macaulay's schoolboy is universally
renowned for his extensive knowledge.
T he school girl sometimes comes to
his aid, and more rarely the Hebrid-
ean minister and the country apothe-
cary. But on the whole his duties
must be admitted to be arduous. In
the History there is another formula.
which occurs with a frequency almost
equally ridiculous. It is the retire-
ment of fallen ministers to the woods
and pictures of their country seats.
The writer cannot allow himself to
say simply that the statesman retires
to his country-house. He brings in
the woods, the pictures, the orangery.
The flower-pots sonetimes come to
the relief of the pictures. But the
woods are inevitable. Halifax, Tem-
ple, Pitt, all go through the same pro-
cess. Our idea of political overthrow
is always to be associated with woods.
In only one instance, however, can ve
remember his love -of the particular
leading him into real weakness. It is
the case of Cowper and the water-
lilies. Cowper, we are told, wandered
among the water-lilies of the Ouse.
The sentence conveys the impression
that Cowper was an aquatic fowl.

lu power of intense sarcasm he is
probably not exceeded by any Eng-
lish writer. His hits at Penn, Prince
George of .Denmark, Marlborough,
Sunderland, and other characters of
the time of the Revolution, give his
history one of its peculiar points of
strength. He can never leave alone
the oddities of Burnet, nor forget the
subtlety and caution of Halifax
and Carstairs. His most cruel
blow, perhaps, is levelled at Fever-
shan. Feversham, he tells us, was,
at the Revolution, still allowed
to preside over the queen dowa-
ger's basset table, the only office
for which he was eminently qualified.
The essay on Robert Montgomery is
a satire of which every sentence is of
the most scorching and venomous in-
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tensity. His persistency iii vilifying
Cranmer is equalled only by his per-
sistency in vilifying Penn. The
Protestantism of that group of states-
men of whom Burleigh was the centre
is made very plain to us wlhen we are
told that during the Marian persecu-
tions they contrived to have business
on the Continent. In a single sen-
tence we learn the trifling disposition
of Horace Walpole, wlen we are told
that after his labours in the print-
shop and the auction-room, he unbent
his mind in the House of Commons.
The essayist's hatred of the Oxford
movement probably led him beyond
the limits of truth when he called the
ritualists those new Oxford sectaries
who unite the worst features of the
Orangeman to the worst features of
the Jesuit.

His powers of mimicry are equal to
lis powers of sarcasm. He has a
singular faculty of reproducing other
people's thoughts in his own words.
That instinct for seizing the valuable
and characteristic parts of works, for
which lie so reverenced his friend
Sir James Mackintosh, was possessed
in an eminent degree by himself.
And, as in his historical researches, he
could readily find the drift of an author,
so in the sphere of poetry and elo-
quence he could readily catch the se-
cret of a master mind. He seizes and
embodies in his own prose theOlympic
calm of Milton, and the more terres-
trial mildness of Addison. There is
a passage in the rejected essay on
Dryden which may be regarded as
the very concentration of Paradise
Lost, a concentration which coild be
made only by one whose ear was
trained by long familiarity with the
harmonies of that divine poem. "To
Milton, and to Milton alone, belong
the secrets of the great deep, the
beach of sulphur, the ocean of fire ;
the palaces of the fallen dominations
glimmering through the everlasting
shade; the silent wilderness of ver-

dure and fragrance where armed angcls
kept watch over the sleep of first
lovers, the portico of diamond, the
sea of jasper, the sapphire pavement
empurpled with celestial roses, and
the infinite xanks of the cherubim
blazing with adamant and gold." At
the close of the essay on Addison,
after describing his death, he under-
takes to give us his religious opinions.
The uninitiated reader 'mglit suppose
that lie got his information from some
obscure or rare source. But all that
he says of Addison's religious views
may be found in 'those two hymns
with which every child is familiar.
Notwithstanding the original sweet-
ness of Addison's hymns they appear
to derive a new beauty from being
translated into Macaulay's prose.
" The piety of Addison was in truth of
a singularly cheerful character. God
was to him the all-wise and all-powerful
friend who luad watched over his
cradie with more than maternal tend-
erness ; who had listened to his cries
before they could form themselves in
prayer; who had preserved his youth
from the snares of vice; who had
made his cup run over with worldly
blessings; who had rebuked the waves
of the Ligurian gulf, had purified the
autumnal air of the Campagna, and
had restrained the avalanches of
Mount Cenis. Of the Psalms his
favourite was that which represents
the Ruler of ail things under the en
dearing image of a shepherd, whose
crook guides the flock safe througlh
gloomy and desolate glens to mea-
dows well watered and rich with herb-
age.";

But we must leave the study of
Macaulay's diction, and before clos-
ing discuss the aim and subject of his
writings. These twenty-seven miscel-
laneous essays possess, after all, some-
thing which connects them. They
are all descriptive of English subjects.
Only three times is he carried away
by the interest of a topic not English
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-once in the life of Frederick the
Great, once in the history of Von
Ranke, once in the intricate life and
character of Machiavelli. As the
words of his native language, used
with exquisite fitness, were his instru-
ment, so also the institutions of his
native land were his inspiration. The
subjects which most deeply excited
him, the subjects w'-4ch anoved his
pen, were the literature, the political
progress, th glory, of the English peo-
ple. To these studies he early gave
his affections, and lie soon found the
shrine worthy of the offering. For
the history of English thought, and of
the progress of English political lib-
erty are not contemptible studies.
Civil freedom as it exists in England
is one of the noblest and most won-
derful products of time. It is in imi-
tation of it that alnost all the good
institutions of other countries have
been founded. At Athens, under
the very shadow of the Areopagus, in
the very city of Solon, the freedom
is the freedom which dates from
Magna Charta, the statesmanship
is the statesmanship of the Palace
of Westminster. It is little wonder,
thereforn, that Oliver should have
been h. Pericles, that Oliver's Latin
Secretary should have been his
Homer. His knowledge, however, of
Classical literature, and indeed of all
literature,wasvast. Hisgreatmemory
and power of reading rapidly are
notori us. His knowledge of the
greates of*the ancient writers, of the
nost noted of the Italian, of ail the
English classics, and of the French
dramatists, is evident in evety page
of his works. It is said that if Mil-
ton's great poem had been lost he
could have restored it from memory.
Yet from an acquaintance with his
essays, it may be doubted whether his
iemory was so absolutely super-
natural, and whether the writers from
whom he draws his illustrations were
not writers who made a specially great

impression on his mind. He did not,
morcover, reverence everything that
lie read. His contempt for some of
the classical writers was great. He
becones enraged at the thought of
Miton doing homage to Euripides.
It reminds him only of the love of
Titania for Bottom. He treats Xeno-
phon vith a disdain quite as great as
the loathing which that unfortunate
ancient inspires in the soul of De
Quincey.

We regard his memory with a pro-
found veneration similar to that with
which he regarded the memory of
Milton. As he admired and pitied
the great men who vent before him,
their history, their glory, their pas-
sions, their sufferings, their deaths, so
can we also contemplate, with affec-
tionate regard, the fulness of his life,
and follow his history down to that
temple of silence and reconciliation
in which bis remains find a resting
place. How often in tracing the
career of an English statesman or poet
does he bring it to its sad close iii
Westminster Abbey, and now he him-
self is among the great who slumber
in that solemn place. It seems as if
it was not only the pride of our nation
to have had so noble a history, but
also to have had minds noble enough
to elucidate it. The England of the
seventeenth century, the England of
Shakspeare and Milton, the England
of Oliver and William, would seeni
actually to have waited for Macaulay
to complete the spliendour of its suc-
cessive epochs. In his intellect, in
his pages, the events of those times
rise and live again. Strafford waits to
receive a greater condemnation than
his sentence in Westminster Hall;
Jeffreys for a more indignant scorn
than that of the rabble who pelted
his coach into the tower. Now moves
the lying tongue of Sunderland, anon
appear the smirking features of Dr.
Oates. Through the smoke of Killi.

1 crankie we see the devout face of
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Mackay. Again it is Oliver, striding
up the aisle of St. Stephen's, dismis-
sing, with the authority of one whom
nature has nade a king, the ancient
parliament of England. Or it is Bur-
net, full of vulgar curiosity, and by
the sheer pover of blundering imper-
tinence, effecting a reconciliation be-
tween the noblest of men and the
most affectionate of women.

Notwithstanding Macaulay's ex-
treme command over the light and
sunny artifices of rhetoric, he must
not be regarded as a mere literary
juggler, or as a trifer with the minds
of men. We are certain that he pos-
sessed a noble and tender heart. If
this were not known from the history
of his life, it would yet be easily seen
by every reader of his works. His
earlier essays especially, those of
which he professed to be ashamed,
but his peculiar fondness for which
shewed itself even in his very act of
condernning them, are full of an ex-
alted love and commiseration. That
plenitude of love which he gave to
Milton was given not to the mere
genius of Milton, but chiefly to that
heroism which is so inseparably con-
nected with Milton's genius. The
profound and stupendous isolation of
Milton's character, the one Puritan
among poets, the one poet among
Puritans, the man who pressed into
the forlorn hope, the glory of hetero-
doxy, the very prophet of the spirit of
rebellion, whose bold pamphlets were
preached down from the pulpit of the
Westminster Assembly, whose Arian
hones were not allowed to give a new
consecration to Westminster Abbey,
the man who, after suffering every
earthly calamity, and being deprived
of the sight of external nature, still
continued to think of those fountains
that warble as they flow, and those
birds that ascend with music to the
gates of heaven, it is little wonder that
such a character should have exerted
a spell over his heart. Nor did he

regard without affection those who,
possessing like greatness of nature
and passing through like sufferings,
did not display such Herculean powers
of resistance. He was fascinated by
the study of the lives of those most
unhappy of men, the great men of
mediæval Italy. For them lie iad the
pity which a great mind lias for kin-
dred spirits whose lives have been
spent in a less fortunate age.

Macaulay is often condemned for
treating with too great severity those
literary aspirants who had been 1en
successful than hinself. But lie justly
defends himself in saying that it is due
to our regard for the dignity of a
really classical literature that it should
be shai ply and jealously distinguished
from pretentious and vicious author-
ship.

Another point of accusation against
him, one that is too light to weigh
seriously, is that lie was disrespectful
tovards his reniote ancestors, the
Scottish Highlanders. The business
of a historian is truth; and if the
Scottish Highlanders of the seven-
teenth century were a race of thieves
and assassins, Macaulay is not to be
blamed for saying so. His patriotisn
was noz the patriotism of a mountain
tribe. He looked up at the rafters of
Westminster Hall as the civil temple
of his country; he read the measures
of the Facrie Queen and Paradise
Regained as the works of his kinsmen,
kinsmen by adoption if not kinsmen
by blood. In him we forget the Cel-
tic lineage and the barbaric prefix.
If his ancestors were distinguished by
ignorance and grossness, he strove to
be distinguished by knowledge and
refinement. If they were violators of
every human law, he ministered at
the very altar of Themis. If he is
blamed for being unlike his remote
ancestors, it is little wonder that he
should be blamed for differing from
his immediate father, the di:tinguished
Zachary Macaulay. That two men
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who arc radically unlike one another
in natural disposition should be like
one another in their externat actions
is not to be expected. Though Lord
Macaulay did not possess the Puritan
and heroic character of his father, yet
his character did not fail to bring
frth of its own flower and fruit.
In common with the other members
of the anti-slavery coterie, Zachary
Macaulay held vith great rigidity
those theological opinions which are
called evangelical, and it is remark-

As far as we know, the following prctty
little arithmetical trick has never been pub-
lished : Tell a person to write down a num-
ber of dissimilar digits under î,ooo. Tell
him next to writc lown the same digits in the
reverse order, and to subtract the lesser num-
her frdm the greater. He is then to stale the
unit figure of the remainder, and you at once
tell him the whole of the remainder. The re-
suit vill bc as under. The rniddle figure will
always he a nine, and the other two figures
added together will always equal nine. Thus,
suppose he writcs, 472; reversed, 274; re-
mainder 198. He states the unit figure of the
remainder to be eight. You at once announce
the remainder to be 198. The trick may be
varied by letting the person tell you the hun-
dred figure of the remainder (if there is no
hundred figure tht remainder will be ninety-
nine), or by giving him the choice of either
the hundred or the unit figure.-- Can.Baptist.

IMPORTANCE. OF THE TEACHING PRO-
FESSION. -Dr. B.W. Richardson, in replying
to a vote of thanks for a paper he read at
the recent meeting of the Teachers' Associa-
tion held in London, on " Health in Schools
and Mental Health in Education,"expressed
his belief that the teaching profession would
occupy the chief place among the professions
of the future. As the teacher dicd his work
hetter, so the physician, the lawyer, and even
the clergyman, as an instructor, becane less
needed. Thus the learned professions -would
decline with the general improvement of
knowledge, but the profession of the teacher
would continue to rise in importance.

able that the sons of those men,
Bishop Wilberforce, Lord Macaulay,
Sir James Stephen, should all have
dissented with more or Iess firnness
from the creed of their fathers. They
retained, however, one fundamental
characteristic of that noble group, an
intense love of virtue and freedom ;
and gave to their fathers that respect
which is due from children to good
fathers, and from patriots to makers
of history.

Scnoot. HYGIENE IN BELGIU..-The
city of Brussels, in Belgium, possesses an
efficicnt sanitary service, of which Dr. Jans.
sen is chief inspector. Al infant, primnry,
and secondary schools are visited by medi-
cal inspectors once a week. Popular lecture
courses on hcalth, and on the preventive
treatment of very weak children, and of such
as are predisposed to constitutional diseases,
are given by these inspectors to the boys'
and girls' schools. The hygiene and care of
the pupils' teeth are attended to by a special
dentist. At the beginning of the school
year, every pupil is medically examined, and,
if weak, or constitutionally ill, placed under
treatment. At the end of the year the
result of the treatment is registered in pre-
sence of the teacher and a second medical
man.

NINETY-NINE years ago, Robert Raikes
started the first Sunday-school at Bristol.
To-day his descendant, H. Cecil Raikes, is
a member of Parliament, and deputy-Speak-
er of the House of Commons. Presiding at
a "Pleasant Evening" entertainment re-
cently near his country seat in North Wales,
he said no nobleman could be prouder of hi,
pedigree than he and his family were of the
name of Robert Raikes, the founder of Sun-
day-schools in England. Next year would
be the Robert Raikes centenary, and he had
promised Sir Charles Reed, chairman of the
London School Board, to take part in the
proceedings by which that event would be
commemorated.
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COMPOSITION.*

nIV JAS. Il. KNIGcIT, PUDLIC scuoor. INsPECTroR, LINDSAY.

A SHORT time ago, at the close of
a class in prosody at our teach-

ers' convention in Lindsay, one of
our number objected to the introduc-
tion of prosody on the ground that
very few of the pupils were likely to
become poeis. Very few persons, I
presume, will object to the teaching
of composition on the ground of
inutility. Probably most of you will
admit that it is desirable that the
next generation' should be much in
advance of the present in this impor-
tant subject. The fact that sensa-
tional stories, dime novels, and the
like, are a greater attraction than use-
ful literature, calls for a better class
of writers. The fact that a minstrel
concert is sure to be better attended
than the best lecture on any literary
or scientific subject, demands more
attention to composition; and the
general complaint that the influence
of the pulpit is well nigh gone, cries

'emphatically for better sermons.
It may be affirmed that the writers

and speakers of the present day are
as good as those of former times.
This I do not deny. But I say that
this is not enough. Our youth, as
well as our men and women, read
more to-day than they ever did, they
talk about what they read and hear,
and this they do in a more critical
manner than ever, and if they can-
not be interested in that which is
profitable, they will seek for gratifica-
tion in some other way.

*A Paper rcad before the Peterboro' Teachers'
Association.

In the present paper I propose to
make a few suggestions to teachers
respecting the various metheds of
treating composition, both in com-
mencing and in the more advanced
stages. Composition may be dividvd
into four divisions: I. Ordinary con-
versation. IL. Extempore speaking.
III. Written addresses. IV. Corres.
pondence and miscellaneous writings.

With composition several other sub-
jects are intimately connected, such
as writing, spelling, reading, elocu-
tion, and grammar, and our profi-
ciency in any one or more of the
divisions of composition will, to a
great extent, depend on our profi-
ciency in its kindred subjects. As
much of our composition has to be
written, facility in writing greatly
assists in recording what we compose.
As much that we write will often be
read by imperfect rcacrs, .t is well
to bear this in mind, for it is better t-o
use a familiar though less suitable
word, and have our thoughts correctly

-rendered, than to have the most coi-
rect language murdered by. mispro-
nunciation or incorrect intonation.

The importance of correct spelling
is too obvious to need comment.

Fluency of utterance and correct
enunciation are highly necessary
whenever we practise reading aloud
or elocution. Public speakers adopt
one of four different methods. 1st.
They read what they have previously
written or perchance selected. 2nd.
They use notes to call to mind the
headings of their subject. 3rd. They
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menorize and recite what they have
prviously composcd ; or, 4th. They
spcak wvhnt they compose as they go
adong. This last only is strictly ex-
tempore spcaking, although the src-
ond and third arc frcquently so desig-
nated. 'l'lie objection to vritten
sermons is that they are generally
badly rcad : the objection to extem-
pore sermons is that the matter is
gencrally .poor. Conscquently bad
readers with bad memories are not
likely to makc good preachers, how-
c--r skilled they may be in composi-
tion.

Grammar, in its most restricted
sense (as when we speak of good or
bad grammar), lies at the foundation
of elementary composition. In a
wider sense, as when we take up
analysis, parsing and syntax, by ex-
amining and taking to pieces the
work of others, it assists us to build
up for ourselves. In its most extend-
ed meaning, grammar includes ail we
are now considering.

There are three points at which ail
composition should aim. ist. Con-
ciseness. 2nd. Comprehensiveness.
3rd. Purity.

ist. Conciseness. Some persons,
when they sit down to write for a
newspaper, seem to imagine that there
vill bc but littie else in the paper
worth reading, and consequently want
elbow roon. Of the articles intend-
cd for publication many never appear,
and of those that are inserted not a
few are scarcely read at ail, simply
because they are too long. Nor is
this v.-rbose n isance exemplified in
newspi> pers alo%. What with repeti-
tions . .d unnecessary statements,
inuch of our correspondence is ex-
tended to needless length,-a loss
of time to both writer and reader.
" Write to Jones," said a merchant, in
rather ili-Ihumour,to hisclerk one day.
"i What shall I write him? " said the
clerk. " Something or nothing, and
that pretty quick !" was the answer.

In a few days a moncy lettcr was re-
ceivcd from Jones, and the merchant
wished to know what the clerk had
written to bring the cash so soon.
" I wrotc what you told me," s iid the
clcrk, turning up the letter-book.
" Here it is: 'Somcthing or nothing,
and that prctty quick I'''

Post-cards and telegranis have donc
much to save the use of unneccessary
words, an improvemen t which migh t
with advantage be exhibitcd else-
whcre, though it might be charged
with being the result of making "a
virtue of nccessity."

2nd. Comprchensiveness. By this
I mean that nothing essential should
be omLted. "One word, your maj-
esty," said a soldier to Napoleon.
"Il'l have you shot if you say two,"
said the emperor. "Sign," said the
man, as he presented him with a
document ready for signature. The
two great errors whcre lack of com-
prehensiveness occurs are: ist. For-
getting to make some important state-
ment, as when one gives notice of a
meeting but ormits to say vhere it wil 1
take place; and 2nd. Taking for
granted that the reader or hearer
knows what lie really docs not know,
as when a meeting is announced to
take place at the usual hour, when
possibly some inciîvidual in the audi-
ence is not aware what the usual hour
is. This class of errors requires con-
stant watchfulness,

3rd. Purity. By this I mean that
the ideas should be truthful, and the
language well-chosen. Unfortunate-
]y, on this side the Atlantic, party
feeling runs so high, and newspaper
writers a l so addicted to the use of
extravaga-. language that the narra--
tion of bare facts seems to be lost
sight of in the desire to further an
object, or to injure an opponent. Not
in politics alone is this exemplified.
Are the merits of itinerant lecturers,-
minstrels, actors, societies or exhibi-
tions under consideration, the ques-
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tion is not "are they worthy of
praise ? " but "are they liberal sup-
porters of the press? " Are matters
relating to religion, education, sci-
ence, or social economy to be dis-
cussed, the question is not what are
the real merits, but to what extent
will the peculiar views and opinions
of the proprietors be advanced or re-
tarded. With what pleasure, as a
rule, do we turn from the best of our
own publications to such periodicals
as Chambers' %7ournal, the Illustrated
.London News, and other carefully
written and discreetly edited Eng-
lish newspapers and serials, and feel
that we are reading facts. Nor is
carelessness much less mischievous
than wanton malice. In the sum-
mary of news known as editors' notes,
in which lengthy articles are supposed
to be boiled down, how seldom do we
find the facts accurately stated, when
we know enough of the matter to
form an unbiased opinion? With
what satisfaction a man, who both by
precept and practice encourages the
use of simple language, when he has
reluctantly and under necessity used
such words as "catalectic " and "hy-
permetrical," finds himself credited
with using " hypercatalectic!

To have a thorough command of
language requires extensive reading
and close study, but for ordinary pur-
poses, as Benjamin Franklin says,
" want of care does more harm than
want of knowledge." The same idea
inay sometimes be expressed in dif-
ferent ways, but generally speaking,
every change of words produces a
corresponding modification of mean-
ing. For instance, some words are
relatively strong or weak, others are
of general or particular meaning, while
others again are common and familiar,
or choice, but less easily understood.
The employment of the best word in
every case is the highest aim of com-
position.

In teaching composition we have

carefully to distinguish between the
ideas and the words employed to
express those ideas. We have also
to attend to the form when the com-
position is written. In the form, I
include the place of commencing the
hnes and paragraphs, the size of the
writing, the spaces between the words;
the division of words when necessary,
punctuation, and the use of capital
letters. If the first lessons in dicta-
tion have been properly taught, the
teacher will have very little trouble
with these matters ; but if dictation
has been employed merely as an exer-
cise in spelling, he will meet with
difficulties which might have been
avoided.

The practice of requiring scholars
to say caAital whenever they spell a
proper noun, I have always regarded
as a waste of time. The natural
inference would be that words not
so spelt should be commenced with a
small letter, but such is not. the case.
The words " and " and " the " are
often written with capitals, but you
do not spell them so orally. North,
South, Pacific, Teacher, and Trustee,
are spelt both with and without capi-
tals, but spelling London capital
L-o-n-d-o-n will not help the scholar
in the proper way to write those words.
In most schools transcription, that is
copying from the Reading-books, is
employed in the junior classes, and
dictation, as the pupils advance. If
pupils are required to make capitals
whenever they occur in the books,
they will form habits which will be
of more use to them than all the
rules, and will coveinost cases in-
stead of providing for the easiest only,
leaving the most difficult unthought of.

Punctuation should be taught with
dictation. Let the pupils put in the
stops, using their own judgment, and
compare with the book afterwards.
When they can punctuate other peo-
ple's writing, they will have no trouble
with their own.
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The different forms of correspond-
ence should not be neglected at the
proper time. The place of the date,
the address, and the subscription of
a letter, emphatically mark the char-
acter of the writer as much as the
inatter itself. Yet, how few persons
take the trouble to be reasonably
accurate in these points. When three
or four lines are taken, as in the form
" I have the honour to be, sir, your
obedient servant, N. or M." they
should incline to the right downwards,
but not too exactly. There is a gen-
eral tendency with inexperienced wri-
ters to crowd the signature to the
right. In fact, the practice of crowd-
ing words at the end of the lines is
very objectionable, and causes much
inconvenience to readers. A little
care in dictation and other written
exercises will do much to correct this
habit. A good plan adopted bysonie
teachers is to require pupils to write
their names on the last line of each
page of the copy-book. This is fol-
loived by the date and the name of
the village, township, etc., varying
from day to day, one object being to
train the eye to judge of the spaces
different words will occupy, and
eventually enable the writer not only
to avoid crowding, but also to make
the practice of dividing words, so
inconvenient to readers, a thing of
rare occurrence, and at the same
time retain a fair looking page.

So much has been said respect-
ing forms. We now come to ideas
and the words used to express them.
It is no part of the teacher's work to
attempt to originate ideas in the mind
of the pupil. It is doubtful whether
any effort on his part can accomplish
such an object. New ideas may fol-
low the effort to properly clothe those
which exist. But the teacher's busi-
ness is to suppress what is bad, to
correct what is imperfect, and to cul-
tivate what is good.

Some teachers begin by giving their

pupils a subject such as " Happiness "
or " Christmas," and telling them to
write an essay. Others set then to
write some lesson from the Reader in
their ovn words. Another plan is to
let them describe what they did or
saw on the road to school. A fourth,
and perhaps the best plan, is to give
them single words, such as " to,"
" too," "tvo," and let then form sen-
tences. The very mistakes of the
pupils will afford material for expand-
ing the ideas, and supply training in
the use of words. The other plans
may be introduced at the proper time.
In writing lessons in their own words,
care should be taken that it is not a
mere repetition of the words of the
books from memory. There is less
danger of this in rendering poetry
into prose.

Change of construction, that is al-
tering from the active to the passive
voice, and from principal to subordi-
nate propositions, etc., should follow
as soon as the scholars know enough
of grammar. As an example of sev-
eral principal propositions thrown
into one sentence, the following letter
from an editor to a delinquent sub-
scriber may be quoted: " Sir,-You
promised to pay for your paper last
month. You did not do so. I shall
stop your paper. I shall sue you in
the Division court." " Sir,-In con-
sequence of your failure to pay your
subscription according to promise,
your paper will be stopped, and the
account placed in the Division court
for -collection." The particular use
of the forms, " In reply to your favour
of the ist inst., I beg to state," " I
have the honour to inform you," etc.
should be fully explained, and the use
of the most appropriate in every case
insisted on.

I have classed "ordinary conver-
sation " as a department of composi-
tion. If this classification be correct
great care should be taken with our
common talk. We niay try to take
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extra precaution, but our errors, oddi-
ties and vagaries will creep into our
writings and speeches in spite of us.
The editor who habitually says ,"I
seen it mysell," is very likely to get
" we seen " instead of "we saw" in
his paper. Therefore bend the twig
in time, and allov no error in either
grammar or pronunciation to pass
uncorrected. To do this success-
fully the teacher himself must be
a model in conversation. The pupils
will have errors enough driven into
them at home and on the street,
without having them clinched at
school.

As a step towards extempore speak-
ing pupils may be trained to deliver
messages verbatim. At first the mes-
sages may be composed by the teach-
er and memorized by the pupil; and
afterwards the teacher may give the

CHRISTIANITY AND ITs NEw AssAIL-
ANTS.-Thowe who boast or think that the
intellectual battle against Christianity has
been fought and won are reckoning vithout
their host. Christianity, even in its sadly
imperfect development, is, as a matter of
fact, at the head of the world. I am tempt-
ed, gentlemen, further to offer you, with a
daring which I hope may be thought excus-
able, a general observation on the frame of
mind in which we all-and, most of ail,
those specially engaged-should meet that
conflict or contact with opposing forces,
vhich in this day no thoughtfully educated

man can hope wholly to escape. No de-
fence is to be found in timidity, but nuch
defence is to be found in circumspection.
\Vhat we have most to complain of is a per-
ceptible rapidity of question, trial, and sum-
mary condemnation, which is perhaps as.far
removed from reason as is the grossest of
the superstitions it condemns. There is a
kind of steeplechase philosophy in vogue;
sometimes it is. specialism that assumes the
honours of universal knowledge, and makes
short cuts to its conclusion. Sometimes it
is that knowledge of external nature is, by
one of the strangest of solecisms, thought to
convey a supreme capacity for judging ques-
tions which belong entirely to the sphere of
moral action and of moral needs. Ail this
suggests that abnormal causes are in some
degree at work ; that besides research and
the great modern art of literary criticism,

substance and allow the pupil to put
it into proper shape. Means should
be taken to ascertain that the mes-
sages are correctly delivered.

I attach but little importance to
exercises in composition as home-
work. A littie done under the eye of
the teacher is worth a great deal done
elsewhere. The examining and cor-
recting of composition involves much
labour on his part, but it is worth ail
the trouble it takes. At first the poor
attempts of your pupils may be dis-
couraging, but success will be likely
to follow failtire. Your pupils may
not ail be embryo Miltons or Shaks-
peares, but ail may be better for yoir
care, and some may rise to importani
positions in the community, to which
the teacher's practical thoughtfulness
may, in no small degree, aid in their
reaching.

and a useful reaction against usurping tra-
ditions, there is, so to speak, something of
an epidemic in the air. We have need to
examine whether there does not creep about
among us a predisposition to disturb, a prefer-
ence for negation, and something of a mental
levity, which are more or less included in
the term scepticism-a temper to La discour-
aged, a frame of mind broadly distinguished
from what Dante has sanctioned and Tenny-
son has called " honest doubt," as well as
from a M'Par'y allegiance to truth and a deter-
niration, so to speak, even to hate father
and mother for its sake. If this he so, what
I suggest is, in a manner, to meet scepti-
cism with scepticism, a wanton scepticisn
with a scepticism more legitimate. Put it
on its trial ; allow none of its assumptions ;
compel it to explain its formulk ; do not let
it move a step except with proof in its hand;
bring it front to front with history ; even
demand that it shall shew the positive ele-
ments with which it proposes to replace the
mainstays it seems bent on withdrawing
from the fabric of modern society. When it
alleges that our advanced morality-such as
it is-is really the work', not of Christianity,
but of civilization, require it to shew cause
why this advanced morality has never grown
up except under the zegis of the Gospel; why
the old civilizations were one and ail smitten
with decay, and degenerated in moral tissue
even before they lost their intellectual vig-
our.-M/r. Gladstone.
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ARTS DEPARTMENT.

ARCHIBALD MAcMURCHY, M.A., MATHEMATICAL EDITOR, C. E. M.

Our correspondents vill please bear in mind, that the arranging of the matter for the printer is greatly
facilitated when they kindly write out their contributions, intended for insertion, on one side of the paper
ON LY, or so that each distinct answer or subject may admit of an easy separation from oth,- matter without
the necessity of having it re-written.

SOLUTIONS.

The following solutions to Nos. 79, 8o and
82, are given by the proposer, Angus Mac-
Murchy, Univ. Coll.:

79. If the squares of the sides of a triangle
are in arithmetical progression, the tangents
of the angles are in harmonical progression.

2 -62=6* - c
2

.

sin2 A -sin B=sin2 B-sin% C,
or

sin( A- B) sin{ A+B)=sin (B- C )sin(B+C},
. sin (A - B) sin C=sin (B - C) sin A.
Expanding and dividing both sides by

sin A sin B sin C,

cot B-cot A=cot C- cot B,
2 I I

tan B tan A tan C

8o. If A,.B, C be any three quantities;
g,,g2,sa,,,, , ,the G.C.M.s and L.C.M.s
of B and C, C and .4, A and B respectively,
and if G, L be the G. C. M. and L. C. M.
iespectively of A, Band C,

L il llia

Let a simple factor X occur to power
a, b, c in A, B, C respectively. Suppose
[tem to be in descending order of magnitude
without excluding cases in which some of
them are equal or zero.

L
Index ofXiný is a -c,

111121.3 4
Index ofX in is i(b+a+a-e-c-b)

= a- c.

The saine proof applies to every other
factor,

L 1,1s118
G \g"

82. A, B, C is a triangle; a new triangle
is formed by joining the feet of the perpen-
diculars drawn from the angles A, B, C on
the opposite sides. Prove that according as.
one side of the triangle is anjA., G. or H.
mean between the other two, so is the cosine
of one of the semi-angles of the new triangle
an A., G. or H. mean between the cosines of
the semi-angles of the other two.

Let AD, BE, CF be the perpendicu-
lars meeting in point K, the quadrilaterals
ABDE, A CDF can each be inscribed in a
circle,

angle EDC=angle BA C=angle. FDB.

. angle FDE - A.
22

FDE
cos 2=sin A.

2

sin A sin B sin C
Now, = - , .·. cosinesa b C

of the semi-angles of pedal triangle are prq-
portional to the sides on which their vertices
lie; therefore whatever homogeneous rela-
tions subsist between the sides of the original
triangle must subsist between the cosines of
the semi-angles of the pedal triangle.

Solutions to questions îo6 and 1o9, by the
proposer, D. F. H. Wilkins, B.A.

1o6. For the question, see January num-
ber, M88o.
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The left-hand side of the identity is

(a+)(c+ )-(c+a)) {(c+b)+(c+a) +

(a +b)*{l(c+b)-(c+a)l +
anal. anal.

(a+b)4 
- (c+b) - (c+a)* 1 +anal.

(a+) 2 (c+b)-(c+a)} +anal.

x4 
(y' -z') + ;4(zI - x*) + z' (x* - y')
X(y - Z)+y2 (z - ) + z2(x y)

(x* - v' )(;#2 - z')(z' -x')
(x - y)(y-z)(z - x)

_3(x 2 -)(,2 _ Z22)(3* - XI)

3(x-y)(y-z)(z-x)

_(x -y')' + (v' -')' + (z -')'

S(a+ b)2 - (c+ b)'} 3 + anal.+ anal.

f (a+b) - (0+c) 13 +anal. +anal.

(a-c)s (a+C+2b)'+anal.+anal.
(a - c) + anal.+ anal.

NOTE.-It will be observed that x is put
for (a+b), y for (b+c), and z for (c+a).

109. If x be the circular measure of any
.arc, then

X2 x4* 2X2 8x

F2 + . I + --

both sides being infinite.

'.' 2 cos2 A= I+cos 24,

if x be the circular measure of the arc,
measuring angle A, we have, by DeMoivre's
Theorem, &c.,

x2 x
4  xe

2 i- + - +.... ad infin.

(2X)2 (2x)+ (2x)+
=+1- + 4 6

4x 2  16x' 64xe
2 1

XI X4 X 6e "

..(- + -6 +..

2x3 8x' 32X8
-F i +

x
2 X' Xe

or I- -+ -- +....
2 14

2x
2  Sr' 32x

Solution by proposer, Prof. Edgar
Frisby, M.A., N.O., Washington.

b*+c2 - a2 26
92. cos A=- -- ; sin A=-;

2bc be

cos B=- ---- sin B =-;
2ac ac

a2+bg - c2 2 à
cos C=----- ;Sin C=-;

2ab ab

b2+ c2 - a2 c2+a2 - b2
cot A=-----; cot B=----;

4 à 4 A

4ài
whence

cot A+cot B+cot C= , (1)
4 A

a2 cot A +62 cot B+c2 cot C
2ab'2 +2a*c2 +2b*C2 - a4 

- M -cl

4A

16A2
= =4A, (2)

b6+c4+a'+2b2c-2a2b2-2aC*
cot A-- 6 ,_2

and similar quantities for B and C.

cot2 A+cot2 B+cot2 C

3(a4+b'+c4)- 2(ab2+ac2+b*c2)

¯¯ r6 à*-
cot2 A+cot2 B+cot2 C

2a*b2+2a2c2+26'c2-a4-bi-c4

2(a4+b4+c4)

~16à2

1+cot2A+cot'B+cot2 C= 8a ~•(3)

Many other results could be obtained
by eliminating à, &c.

A different solution was sent in by
S. T. G. Barton, Univ. Coll.
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sin 8A
77. To shew S 3 cos 54

sin A +sin 34 + sin 5A +sin 7A + sin 94
cos A + cos 3A + cos 54 + cos 7A + cos 9A

sin A+sin 2A+sin 3A+sin 4A+sin 5A
+cos A+CoS 2A+cos 3 4+cOs 4A+cos 5A

For
sin A+sin 3A+sin 54+sin 7A+sin 9A
cos A + cos 3A + cos 5A+ cos 7A+ cos 9A

(sin A+sin 9A A)+(sin 3A +sin 7A)+sin 5A
(cosA+cos9A)+(cos 3A+cos7A)+cos 5A

2 sin 5.4 cos 4A + 2 sin 5A cos 2A + sin 5A
2cos5Acos4A+2cos5A Cos2A+cos5A

sin 5A (2 cos 4A +2 cOS 24 +1) Sin 5A
cos 5A (2 cos 4A +2 cOs 2A +i) cos 5A'

and

sin A+sin 2A+sin 3A+sin 4 A+sin 5A
cos A + cos 2A + cos 3A+ cos 4A + cos5A

(sin A+sin5 A) + (sin 2A +sin 4A) +sin3A
(cos A+cos5 A)+(cos2 +cos4A)+ccs3.4

2 sin 3A cos 2A+2 sin 3A cos4 +sin 3A
2 cos 3A COS 24 +2 cos 3A cos A +cos 3A
sin 3A (2 COS 2A+2CS A+1) _ si 3A

cos 3A (2 COS 2A +2 COS A +1)~coS 371
sim 54 Sin 3A
um=A c5A os 34

sin 5A cos 3A±sin 3A cos 5A
cos 5A cos 3A

sin (3A + 5A) sin SA
cos 5A cos 3A sin 3A sin 5A

S. T. G. BARTON,
Univ. Col/.

PROBLEMS.

118. To find the local time at Ottawa on
ist February, îS8o, when the sun will pass
behind a tower which stands 30°south of the
west point.

119. To find the probability of throwing
n rings whose diameters are (r) in geornetri-
cal progression, (2) in arithmetical progres-
sion, over an upright standard. It may be
assumed that the rings are thrown so that
their planes are perpendicular to their direc-
tion of motion, or nearly so, and that a circle,
radius a, may be drawn, having for centre

the apex of the standard to represent unity ;
so that a will depend inversely on the skill
of the thrower.

W. J. R. McMIN-N, B.A.,
Ottawa.

120. A square, 16o feet side, has four
circular flower beds, the centres of which
are at the angular points of square, and radii
8o feet; find the area of the square unoccu-
pied by the flower beds, and the radius of
the smaller circle which will touch the four

circles, given V 2 = 1.4142 (approx.)

121. Prove that

3(1+1)+ {(n+ I)+2n+(n- 1) +

(n+2)(n+1)+ 3(n+ )n

+ 3n(n& - 1) +(n - 1)('t - 2)}

+ ({(n+3)(Pn+ 2)(nl+1) +4(n +2)(n + )n

+6(n+1)n(n- 1)+4n(n- 1)(n-2)
+ (n - i)(n - 2)(n - 3) +..=o,

where n is positive and 7 2.

D. F. H. WILKINS, B.A.
Math. Master, HigI School, Chatham.

A+B+C A B C
122. If -=- -+-- (r)abc a b c

and (A+B+C)(a+b+c)=Aa+Bb+ Cc, (2)

A B C
then will -- + î+ .i + +_ __ + -

A B C
and also + + =o.

a+- b+-- c+-a bc

(A+B+C) (a+b+c)=Aa+Bb+ Cc,
. A(b+c)+B(a+c)+C(a+b)=o

and frorn (r)
A(r -bc) +B(i -ac)+ C(r -ab)=ol

A

(1 -ac)(a+b)-(a+c)(z-ab)
B

(b+c) (r -ab)-(i -bc) (a+b)

C

(r- bc) (a+c) - (b - c) (r - bç)'
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A B C
-(b -c)(i+a2) (c-a)(i+b2) -(a -b)(i+c 2

A B C
. z+a

2 
1+62 i+2

-c C-a a -b

A B C
+ â2-_ 1+a 2  1+2+ =+c

2

b-c+c-a+a-b

A B C
.•- , + ,+ --.
î+a- 1- î+c2

Again,
A B C

.a(b-c)(a +-) b(c-az)(b+-j) c(a -b)(c+)

A A B C
I I I I

a+- a+- b+- c+-
a a b c

..- - - .. o _ : .
a(b-c) ab - ac+bc - ab+ac -bc

A B C
I I I

a+- b+-F c+-a c

xh yk zl x
2 XI

I23. If -=- and - +
a- - a -

prove that ++ )=

x
xhh

a9 a-
h2

v V

yk k
btLh2'

z
zl 1

c2~~c7
11-

x yV z

XI) .•.' -r = -=-T
a- 6- c a2 

62 c2 '

x
2 yC 22a-+ T- c-

(2) and -r+- + -r .

Dividing the terms in (2) by the corres-
ponding ternis of (i),

a
2 

62 C2

x y z + +
h k /= y z'

J. L. Cox, B.A.,
Math. Master, Coll. Institute, Collingwood.

124. What is the length of an edge of the
largest cube that can be cut from a sphere
40 inches in dianicter ?

I25. Any number is divisible by II, if,
counting from the units place, the suni of the
digits in the odd places is equal to the suni
of the digits in the even places, or if the
difference between these sums is divisible by
I1. Give mathematical proof of this.

126 A rircular grass plot whose area is
oi.%2-quarter of an acre, has erected at its
centre a pole I2 feet higli, and of the uniform
diaineter of one foot. Attached to the top
of this pole is one end of a cord, the length
of which is just sufficient to allow the other
end to touch the edge of the plot. The cord
is then wound spirally on the post so as to
nake one complete revolution in every foot
of its descent. When it has been thus vound
from the top to the bottom of the post, what
is the area of the circle, in square yards, of
which the unwound part of the cord is radius.

127. If x be any odd number greater than
unity, shew that (xs - x) is divisible by 24;
also that (x2 + 3) (x2 + 7) is divisible by 32.

I28. The sum of the squares of three con-
secutive numbers, when increased by unity,
is divisilSle by 12 but never by 24.

129. If x=(p+q)2, find value of
(p 2 +q 2 )x - 2pqx - (9 4 +pl>

130. Shew that

(x - y,)"+(y - -):,+(z -x)3

=3(x -Y) 2
3(y-z)3 3 (>-x)"

- 6
(x-y) (y -z) (z-x).

131. Shew that

abc>(a+b - c)(a+c - b)(b+c - a).
If one relation exists between the values

of a, b and c, this proposition is not true;
point out that relation.

132. Two spheres, whose radii are x and y,
touch each other internally. Find the dis-
tance of the centre of gravity of the solid con-
tained between the two surfaces, from the
point of contact.

W. J. ELLIS, B.A.
Math. Master, Colt. Institute, Cobourg.
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CONTEMPORARY OPINION ON EDUCATIONAL TOPICS.

H H E VICE-CHAIRMAN OF THE LON-
DON SCIOOL BOARD ON EDUCA-
TION.

At the final meeting of the London School
loard, elected in 1876, among the various

votes of thanks proposed was one to the
Rev. John Rodgers, the vice-chairman, who
has shewn more interest in and sympathy
with the work of popular education in Lon-
don, and the teachers engaged in it, than
any other individual at the Board--except
perhaps the chairman, Sir Charles Reed.
Mr. Rodgers, in his reply to the vote of
thanks, stated that whether re-elected to the
Board or not, he would in no way relax in his
determination to assist in the work of educa-
tion. His great object uf life would ever
continue to be to promote the education of
the people. Our readers, we are sure, will
thank us for bringing under their notice a
man who bas won the esteem and love of
-every tcacher employed by the London
School Board. That they maysee how well
these feelings are merited we subjoin a speech
made by Mr. Rodgers lately, at the annual
meeting of the Metropolitan Board Teachers,
held at the Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

I am here to represent Sir Charles Reed
in part, although I bave nothing to say, and
I have nothing to say simply because I do
not think it is right to inflict a speech on you
on your holiday in this charming place. Get
out of the gas into the sunshine. You may
say to me as Diogenes said to Alexander
when the king asked him, " What can I do
for you ?" "Nothing,"said Diogenes, "except

stand from between me and the sun." Now
what am I to say next ? When I look at you
teachers I feel a sort of inspiration come to
me. I love the word " inspiration." I never
swear, but if I ever did, I should say " Con.

found Lodes and that sort of thing." Teach;
dui't teach because the codes put down cer-
tain things, because there is a School Board
ruling over you, because you are paid £ s. d.
for doing it. Away with all these reasons t
Teach because you love it. Teach because
you love what you teach ; teach because you
are full of it; teach because you love those
little, thinking, sensitive beings you call boys
and girls, and you wantto inspire them with
the nobility of human life. Your president,
in his excellent address, reminded you that
the child is the father of the man. You are
teaching, not the little children gathered
around you to-day, but the men and women
that these little children shall be in their
day, and the men and women, from thcm,
that shall people this metropolis, and this
country and the world a future day. It is a
grand, and a noble, glorious work,"mould-
ing" character, as your president said. I
like a thing neatly moulded, pretty and that
sort of thing, but I like inspiration better.
I like very well to see external beauty, but 1
want to sec something more. I like very
well to sec the drill of a body of soldiers ; it
is a fine sight to sec them stand up and step
out together, with measured, uniform tread.
I like to sec that, but I like better to sec the
motion of the kitten or the little child ; it is
natural, graceful, beautiful. I take this
merely to illustrate the great work of educa-
tion. I like tà sec books and black-boards,
but still I do not want you to teach out of
books or of 'lackboards ; I want you to
teach out of yourselves. I do not want you to
teach a boy that twice two are four because
the multiplication table says so and bas said
so ever since 1 was a boy, but because it is
in your consciousness, in your inner life, and
part of your own intellectual living being
that twice two are four; and knowing it, and
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living it, and being it, to inspire the childrcn
with it.-to inspire them with the intelcctual,
emotional, moral, and, if you will, religious
life which you have in yourselves, and thus
influence and bencfit tlicm, and by a neces-
sary rection benefit yourselves. This is
what I understand by education ; and to do
this I do not want Codes, nor Education
Departments, nor School Boards. They arc
required for other purpuscs-to kcep the cx-
ternalt machinery in order ; but the living
tcacher is not the work of Sir Francis Sand-
ford nor the Duke of Richmond, nor Lord
George Iamilton, nor of the London School
Board. Our duty is merely to kcep the gear-
ing right ; the great work of education rests
with you. You inetropolitan tcachers, I am
glad you have associatcd yourselves togcther,
because I like the fundamental idea of asse-
ciation-Unity. I don't want the teachers
of the metropolis to separate themselvcs
from the teachers of the country. I do not
want the public elementary teachers to
separate thenselves from the teachers of
the middlc-class schools, nor the Board
school teachers especially from the volun-
tary school teachers. I do not like caste.
I do not like class. I am not one of the
upper ton, the "upper ten thousand," and
perhaps the grapes are sour. Though
there nay, and perhaps must, he a difference
of position, and though the boy belonging to
a nobleman who can afford to pay for his
education may, and perhaps ought to, have
a better kind of education, I want you to
realize that you are dealing with the same
thing, and that is humanity, that which God
hath made; and I have yet to learn that
God hath given the aristocratie portion of
humanity a monopoly of brain, or the appre-
ciation of beauty, or of character. I do not
go into intricacies of thought as my friend
Mark Wilks here, but I am perfectly con-
scious in my inner life of one thing-that
God is the God and father of us all, and that
we are one great family, and that you as
teachers have to instruct and educate and de-
velop the powers of the young of the family.
I go into your schools sometimes-I wish I
could go oftener-and sometimes the master

secens to say, " Is not this grand ? Sec whnt
discipline 1 Listen to their teaching ; sec
how accurately and quickly the children
answer ! " I say, " Yes, it is all very gond,
but therc is something wanting." I go
into another school which is lcss pcrfcct
from certain points of view, which has not
the complete accuracy in detail, and the per-
fection of discipline, and the soldier-like
order, and yet I can sec therc is something
in the school that is better than all that put
together; I cannot say what it is-it is in the
teacher; it is not that lie is a better scholar
ur disciplinarian than the other, but it is that
lie gets hold of the living child, and has a
living sympathy with it, and there is an im-
mortal link, a living union betwecn'the spirit
of the teacher and the spirit of the pupil, and
that accomplishes something which nothing
clse can. I want you, possessing the power,
to exercise it in giving a tone to your schools.
Make scholars by all means-accurate, clever
scholars-but above all make gentlemen and
ladies of them. I am a great admirer of
Jesus Christ; looking at Him mercly as the
great man in the history of humanity, I am
a great admirer of Him because He is a per-
fect gentleman. Take Him as your model,
and being imbued, inspired with Him, by-
being gentle yourselves nake your pupils so.
I believe in my innermost life that the suc-
cess and efliciency of education depend upon
the teachers, and therefore I am with them
heart and soul in all that will raise them, and
in raising them, raise and elev2te the great
work in which they are engaged.

WHAT CONSTITUTES AN EDUCA-
TION?

Education began as soon as a child began
to distinguish and discriminate between one
thing and another. Cardinal Newman has
said that education was the conversion of the
Kaleidoscope into the picture. This was-
so. If there was any one thing which
marked an educated man from an unedu-
cated man, and that contributed the highest
test of an educated mind, it was this power,
-beginning early in life, and developing,-
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of analyzing, discriminating, and classifying.
It did not make so very mucli cliffercncc what
means wcrc used for this development, pro-
viding it was something by which we could
lonk into the child's mind, whereby we
muight draw him out. David, the Psaliist,
was Cducated. le had not the higher
nathematics and classics, but lie obtrined
the advantagc of the mieans of education
which wcrc in existence, in his day, and
uCd them in dcveloping his faculties. Real
education was a process that wcnt on so long
as the mindi gave evidence of any dcgre of
capacity or progress. A man at sixty was
'*i1i developing his education, or if lie was
iot lie was in his decay, and it was time for

hini to make his will. Language, mathe-
maatics, and certain other sciences, werc of
the utmost importance in the process of
mental training, and would continue to be
iegarded as the most essential means, both
for edlucation and disciplining the mind, and
as sources of knovledge.

The first requisite necessary in creating
an education vas to awaken an interest
in the pupil which would be to hini a
spontaneous movement,-in other words,
they should present him a motive. Interest
miglit be created accidentally, it might be
createdi methodically. But once awaken the
interest ahid the process would go on. The
machine would run itself, so to speak. There-
fore awaken an intercst in the pupil, and
.waken it by any means possible,--except,
however, by telling him about his chances of
becoming the President of the United States.
An indolent and inactive child might be made
to become a useful man, if he vas only pro-
perly drawn out by his teachers. The
" bright" boy was seldom the boy from
whomn the largest results would be obtained
in after-life. The right use of nemory was
an important factor in the process of educa-
tion. The mere use of memory for a given

7

leson to be recited at a given hour was a
fatal blunder ; an egrcgrious blunder ; an
inexcusable blundcr. And yet that was the
mcost commnnon fault of our system of popular

eucation to-day. To sec. apply, and un.
dcrstand was worth infinitely more than to,
meniorize page after page that would be
imperectly understood, if understool at all.
The study of object-lessons miglit be of helip,
but it Vas a thing that scemed to be pushe I
to the front with a little too much persist-
ency sometimes. Tie child hat a mind.
Teach himi to use it ; to apply facts. Teac'i
objects if we would, but teach also idea«.
The child would not get his ideas of rigi-t
and justice from objects.

Goot teaching, the speaker believed, canie
more from the personality of the teacher, thlan
from the text-books. The longer lie lived
the less faith he had in text books. The best
text-book was a living teacher. The best
tencher of graminar, for instance, was the man
or woman who talked the English language
properly. That was the English granmar.
After the pupils had icarned the Englisht
language, then shev them why you spoke
this language rather than any other. If
there was anything the graduate from a
school or college wanted to remember very
little about, it vas the text-book he had
studied. The privileges of the teacher vere
great. They all centered in the personality
of the teacher. If a person was a good
teacher, it was because that person delighted
in teaching. The good teacher grew in
knowledge. In order to teach, he must be
ever learning, and the best way to learn was
to teach. A great work was committed to
the teachers,-none nobler or more respon-
sible,-one that should engage the heat and
mind and the whole being, for the child coni-
mitted to his care vas a great trust.-Rev.
Dr. Robinson, President of Brown Unive;.
sily.
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IIIGII SCHOOLS ANI) COI.LEGIATE
INSTITI ''.S.

' the Editor of the Canada Rdiurational

Ss,-I beg to be allowed to offer sone
observations in reply to a communication in
your last issue over the signature Jusftifia, a
nM de plume, it seeins to me, singularly at
variance with this writer's assertions and lis
objects. I do not propose at present to fol-
low hin in detail througlh his laboured at-
tempt to justify a species of monopoly ; his
trepidation in view of the real question at
issue, and his anxiety to divert attention by
raising side issues, sufticiently indicate to the
intelligent reader the nerits of his cause.
So great are his alarn and confusion that le
does not notice that no such proposition as
the withdrawing of the extra grant of $750
to Collegiate Institutes was made by the
writer of' the article in the IVhitly, Chronide
(to be found in your Decenber issue). The
Minister of Education was urged not to inter-
Lre with vested rights. le was urged to
r:ckon a girl of the saine value as a boy
throughout the HIigh School systen. Is
7ustitia prepared to oppose this proposition ?
It would be interesting in the face of the atti-
tude towards femaleeducation of the great uni-
versities througlhout Europe and America,
the foundingof Girton and similar colleges,
and the brilliant achievements, at the Provin-
cial University, of young ladies coming froi
the High Schools and Collegiate Institutes,
to sec his apology for the gratuitous insult
that is put upon every young lady in the
Iliigh School by estimating the worth to the
country of the pursuit of classics on lier part
as utterly without pecuniary value, and thiat
of boys, every year, the handsone sum of ten
thousand dollars. The aim of the writer in
thle Whitby Chronide was not, I repeat, to

deprive the Collegiate Institutes of the extra
grant of $750 per annum, but to gain for the
Hligh Schools the saine amount, hy the pur.
suit of other subjects of quite as much value
as the ancient classics, and open to all, irres.
pective of sex. 71ustitia's piteous plca for
"'vested rights " and " extra grant " nay
thercfore, for the present be entertained.
As the article in the Whitby Chronice was
written with a view to influence legislation:
and inasmuch as any part that I night take
in the discussion of the question would be
solely to that end, and since the matter is
now not likely to corne up for discussion,
this Session, in the Lcgislative Assenibly, I
do not think I would accomplish ny object
by pursuing *7ustitia through his maze of
figures, and by combating, step by step, bis
views. Furthernore, the wliole question of
the extra grant to Collegiate Institutes vill,
according to notice, be discussed at the next
meeting of the Teachers' Provincial Asso-
ciation, High School Masters' section, and I
hope will receive such treaitnent there that
the Minister of Education will see his way
to reniove a1l grounds of dissatisfaction in
the premises at once and forever. Moreover,
the discussion of the subject along the lines
indicated by Yustitia would involve the con-
sideration of the classical work done in the
Collegiate Institutes individually, and this I
anm unvilling, for obvious reasons, to under-
take. At the risk of the imputation of
want of courage, I decline the odious task
of comparison.

I nay, hovever, without at present going
into the subject as fully as its importance
denands, be permitted to say that fustitia's
figures appear to prove anything but what
lie wishes and intends them to prove. lis
first group proves nothing unless it be that
in the Collegiate Institutes in 1878, there
vas "a little Latin and less Greek," and
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in some of thcm a riliculously small
amount of Greek. lhc table, it will be
observcd, gives Ile number of both bîys
and girls in Latin. Wlat the public waints
to know, in endcavnuring to estimate the
value to the country of the Collegiate
Institutc system, is not low many puri/s
but how many boys (for in this delight.
fuil system the future motliers of the
country are not worth considcring) werc
acading Latin, lov many writing Latin,

how many wcrc iu the micrest rudiments,
how many were mere "dumiles," how
miany wcrc rcading Greek, or how many
cver in thcir lives wrote an lambie. Until
thesc facts arc given to the public I will
venture to express the opinion ihat thcre are
in sevcral of the High Schools more bona
/ide students of the ancient classics, and
more advanced nues too, than in some of
tle Collegiate Institutes.

I beg here to uttcr my dlissent from the
construction put by fustiia upon the ex-

pression "forced into Latin." 'lie phrase
was used in its now historical sense. (viat
11. S. I. Reports)-not the odious sense of
coercion, but rather in the horticultural sense
of rapid developmcnt by artificial stimulus,
to wit : by preparatory hot-beds, early trans-

planting, or dwarfing by planting with hcads
upside down ; a sense in whicl the expres-
sion may be allowed to stand without pro-
voking the resentment of anybody.

lis second table is not less imperfect
than his first, but is much more damaging to
his cause. He seeks to derive an argument
for the continued existence of Collegiate
Institutes, from the fact that they spend
miore money than the High Schools ! As
well might he seek to defend the docpra,
of Polyphemus by quoting his bill of tare.
En passant the sum of $1o,ooo,the aggregate
amîount in round numbers of the $750 extra
grant to the 13 Collegiate Institutes, should
not be included in the amount raised by
locahties for teachers' salaries. Admitting,
however, the large expenditure in the aggie-
gate of some of the Collegiate Institutes for

the years 1877, 1878, it will be fouid on ex-
amination, I submit, that the expenditure

fcr capu, of the great centres of popuIntinn
for ligher cducation is absolitely trifling
when comparcd on the same basis with thai
of some of the smallcr municipalitics. His
figurcs, to be worth nnything in scttling
the raison d'ttre of Collegiate Insti:utes,
should exhibit the population of the various
localitics and the amount contributed by
thei fcr caput for higlier education. What
more, I may ask, las any individual in
Toronto, or Hamilton, or Kingston, or Co.
bourg, paid in taxes for the support of higlier
education than a citizen of "Whithiy, Owei
Sound, Chatham, Guelph, Stratford, and
Waterdown " for the same purpose? il
fact he has not paid so much. According,
then, to Yustitia's argument that the Legi.-
lative aid should bc given most abundantly
to those that help themselves most abund.
antly, Whithby, Owcn Sound, Chatham.
Guelph, Stratford, St. rhiomas. W.atecrdowi
and dozens of other places should receive the
$io,ooo now granted to Collegiate Institutec.
and Toronto, Hamilton and other well.
populatcd '"centres of classical and gencral
culture" should go without until they lad
learied to help themselves. DoCs not event
7uslitia sec the injustice of the system tait

pays by a bonus raised (rom all the trifling
tax of a wcalthy community, and compels a
weak and struggling iunicipality not only to
bear in part the burden of the stronger, but,
unaided, to bear its own ? I think every
candid observer will admit that the great
centres of population, however much they
may appreciate the honour of being " centres
of classical and general culture," have not
contributed to the support of higher educa-
tion in proportion to their ability as the dis-
tricts in which the H-igh Schools are situale
have donc, and, therefore, that the conclu-
sion that 7ussititia seeks to draw from his ii-
posing array of figures is entirely unwarrant-
ahle. Quare argumenta [7ustilia] si qua
potes. NTu,ýnuamp iuim hic neque suo, nique

anicorunm indicio revinetur.
I would like to see discursed, Mr. Editor,

in the ScîrooL CuRosIci.1- the startling
theory promulgated by 7ustilia tiat "Thie
avowed principle of dt Government (sic) in
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distributing the ligh Sclool grant is that
those localitics arc most gcnerously (sic) dealt
with that contributc most libcrally to lligh
School suppnrt-not simply thosc whn have
lut those wlogcire." vould f7u1silia kinl-
ly indicate where and to what extent this
principle is ncted upin ? Ilas the Govern-
ient a uitfferent policy for a Public School

in a poor township and a Iligh School in a
poor nunicipality? Has the Governnicnt

derivcd this idea fron Legislntive enact-
ment, or is it a fignent of f.iitia'simagina.
lion, a corollary to his simple plan

That they sh1ou1ld take who have the powcr,
That thcy should kecp who can?"

Is it not wholly a matter of Regulation ?
What would be ils fate if discussed upon the
floor of the Ilouse ? What has the Govern-
ment of this or any other cnligbtencd country
to dIo with "generosity " in distributing pub-
lic funds? lis first and only business is to
act, not with 7u.stilia, but with justice.

Throughout his reply Yustifia lias taken
the grotnd of Shylock : " Is it so nominated
in the bond?" " I stand upon the law."
The wvriter in the WVhifby C/nonicle pro-
posecd to amend legislation or regulation
that secncd defective, and invitcd a discus-
sion of the raison d'itre of Collegiate Insti-
tutes upon the basis of right. To this
invitation *iustitia has not deigned a reply,
but has, instcad, raised side issues which
have no bearing whatever upon the merits of
l he case

I regret, morcover, that he has attempted
to carry on the discussion by introducing

jersonalities and drawing attention to a
writer rather than to his views. It is not a
1.opeful sign of the growth of dignity in the
profession, or a satisfactory expression of
" swectness and light " when a Principal of

one of those " centres of classical and general
culture " stoops Io hint ah "jealousy and
uilsappointment " as the motive to the dis-
cussion of a confessedly debatable question.
\liitly, I may assure him, has no jealousy,

except for the right, and no disappointment
except that she cannot fulfil lier ambition
towards ber pupils.

The invitation of *'uistitia to the I1igh
Schnnls ",in the precarinus border land,"
albcit "it is not possible that cvcry liigh
School will hecomc an Institute," to sharc

ic /o'/, Io lc a "centre of cla«lcal andI
general culture," o strcich lhands ovcr the
charm, betrnys a fecling, if rightly intcrpret-
cd, thati inost inimical to " honcst cf.
fort," exposes the nerccnary spirit of the
systcm, and betrays the wearknc.ss of the situ.
ation. Whitby may be forcecd, by the prescnt
ncthod of distributing the liigh Schoê'd
grant, to scck recognition as a Collegiate
Institute, but shc would do violence to hei
traditions and instincts if, whcn the gener.-I
discussion cones on, as corne il must, she
did not cast in her lot with those in the
cducational ivorld that spcak for tier/,
Eqiuality and Fraiernity.

Yours, VîT-rnY.

Fcbruary zoth, iSSo.

THE PUIILIC SCHOOLSOFONTARI0
AND THE CENTENNIAL

EXHIBITION.

By a Foreign Visitor.

To the Editor of ThYe Canada Educational
fonithly :

Sin,-I am in your country two months
now, and at Paris and the Centennial Exhi-
bitions attended. I vcry much astonished
was there the display of school apparatus to
find so magnificent. My friends and 1 my-
self to one another said, "' It is grand, it is
superb," and very excellent did we mcditate
that your schools in Ontario must be. Now
am I here, and many schools have visited,
and find I nothing as I did intend. All the
world in Paris and Philadelphia was under
the supposition that the schools at this
country were furnished with the seats and
desks we there saw ; that also, they, every
one, had complement of globes, mape,
charts, and of object-lessons. But not so, 1
find il is. What do I find ? Nearly fifty
schools have been visited with me, and in
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(orty-four no globe is icre : in Ihirty-ninc
no map or Canada itsclf cxhibits : in alone
two arc therc charts like tIe charts at Paris
and Philadclphlia, of the body and of plants.
and thcy tie tcachcrs say thcy find not time
to cmploy. Fcjr object.lcssonts, in al Ilie
schools did I discover not onc. Philosojhi-
cal apparatu4, nost of the tcachers do explain
thcy lever have heard wihh, and clicrsktry

icy tcil, is at the 1igh Schnolsftaught onlyl
bir. Efditor, I aml astountict. WC, at the

exhibitions, wcrc impressetd, Ilat aIl flic
public schors wcrc, with ail the apparatus
exhibited, wholly furniselcd, and so must
have bccn tle Conimissioners both ai Plila.
dclphia and Paris too, who tle ncdials and
honours awardcd. As now aîpcars by me,
vour exhibit was nnthinîg but only a show
nbstractcd froni a îiuscum. WNas this pro-
per? Was this British fair play ? Vou
make much boast of the lionours won by you
-tlicy wcre won ly you, i sa>, on false

grounds. Any other civilized nation could
as good an exhibit have made, and bettr, in
following a course similar, but thcy, in the
show busincss, arc not what you call " up."

When your Governmcnt so well secns to
know what cvery school nccessitates, why

AT a recent mecting of the Council of
Trinity Collcge, held on 17th inst., the Rev.
J. H. Lobley, M.A., D.C.L., was elccted
successor to Provost Whitqkcr as licad of
the College. Dr. Lcbley gracluated at Can.
bridge in 1863 as eighth wrangler in the
mathematical tripos, and highs in the second
class of the classical tripos. He w shortly
afterwards elected Fellow of his College,
Trinity. In 1870 lie was awarded a Uni-
versity prize, called the Maitland Prize,
founded in honour of Sir Peregrine Mait-
land, for " an English essry on some sub-
ject connected wifl the propagation of the
Gospel, through missionary exertions, in
India and other parts of the heathen world."
In 1873 he was selectcd by the late Metro-

docs nost it compel the schools thc things to

ge, or cise not pMy thcm a grant of money,
that I aRm inrormedi it pays?

And then the icachers at the schools ioo,
as wcll, w%hat are tlcy ? I some found to b..
very good, but in the majority arc onlv
young mcmîîbcrs of tle population in third,
class certificatcs. Oh 1 it is absurd.

Tlhat your schonls arc not good, I say
not, but tlat tlicy the grand and progrcssiv
things arc that your muscurn show in Phila-
diphia and Paris pîredicated, I do deny.

In Switzcrland, in Gcrmany, in) Swcden,
in Belgium, in lolland, in Ucnnark, in
Scotland, and in England, whcrc public
schools have by me bccn visitctd. a larger per
centum do I ind well furnishcdt and tauglt
as I in Ontario do.

Mr. Editor, I write not this to the disgrace
of your schools, but in flic purpose o shicw
the bad effects impressed on forcigncrs about
your schools, when thcy your "show " have
sec î, and then come to find out the rcalness
il ,he state of the aflairs.

Praying you to excuse for my inaccuracics
in flic Englishx language,

I am very sinccrcly yours,
x.

politan of Canada, Bishop Oxenden, as the
lcad of his new Thcological College, Mon.-
treal, and Profesor of Thcology thercin. At
the death of the late Dr. Nicholls, Principal
of Bishop's College, Lennoxville, Dr. Lob-
lcy was clected by the Corporation of the
College as his successor, and has filled tle
offices of Professor of Classics and Mathe-
matics in that institution for the last two
years. Under Dr. Lobley's management
Bishop's College has been very prosperou.i,
and should he accept the position to which
-e lias now been called, the friends oi

Trinity College may be congratulated on
having secured the services of a gentleman
well qualified to succeed Archdeacon Whita-
ker.-Th/e Mail.
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HIGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT.

LEGISLATIVE AiDl TO HIGH
SCHOOLS.

ALL interested in the secondary education
of our country, and especially those who
have lately been endeavouring to secure for
High Schools an additional grant from
Government, have cause for encouragement
even in the small increase in the estimates
for x88o. The special and increasingly im-
portant claims of these schools for a larger
grant are being gradually understood açd
recognized. For example, the Minister, in
speaking of the great amount of "non-pro.
fessional work " in the preparation of teach-
ers, now accomplished by our High Schools
-work formerly required of the Normal
Schools-recognized a service that has never
been suitably rewarded. The grant for 188o
is only that formerly received. With much
additional labour one would expect a liberal
advance. In fact we must regard the added
$7,ooo as a mere pittance when distributed
among 104 schools. Mr. Cropks states that,
in 1879, of the 1,207 third-class teachers
passed through the Model Schools, 409 were
Hligh School pupils, successful at the Inter-
mediate. He might have added, that a
large number after passing the same exami-
nation, entered the Normal Schools.

An intelligent appreciation of High School
vork seemed quite generat among our legis-

lators. One member, however, from a re-
mote constituency, like some of our frontier
obstructionists, interested only in Public
Schools, moved afurlher r..duction of $8,ooo !
His motion was lost, and the item, $83,ooo,

(increase $7,ooo) was passed. A Government
vhich boasts of a large surplus ought not to

require pressure to be brought to bear, in the
form of petition, in oîder to secure a sum
commensurate with the work done, and the
local stport given to these schools.

In 1878 the latter amounted to $202,8 4 8,

while the legisl.tive grant was only $77, io6.
Instead of our legislature insisting on "locil
equivalents," our municipalities should sug-
gest "legislative equivalents." When th--
schools receive what they need and merit,
the change hinted at will bc realized.

The Government, when urged to greater
liberality, point to the aggregate grant.
High School boards, on the other hand, feel
that their actual receipts are in many cases
becoming unaccountably small. We once
read of a bishop who enclosed one dollar in
a two dollar bill, with the remark, " the
dollar is for the heathen; the two dollars to
pay for sending it." The expensive and
complex machinery of our Education Depart-
ment seems to some, at least, to suggest a
tate of things analagous to that referred to

by the bishop. These High School teachers
and trustees say that, on adopting the system
of " payment by results," they weie assured
that the expenditure of local funds and a
style and quantity of work, under the new
system, would certainly secure from Govern-
ment as large a grant as similar liberality and
labour would bring under the old system.
These expectations have not been realized.
The local grants have in many cases nearly
doubled, the staff of teachers have been in-
creased, and the Inspectors report more
satisfactory results; and yet the grant has
gradually decreased. Already some faithful
teachers have had to suffer from the pressuie
of additional work on the one hand, and tic
dissatisfaction of trustees on the other. The
latter are inclined to estimate the worth (pi
their teachers solely by "the amount of
Government money they bring to the school."
Any decrease in the grant is regarded as an
evidence of weakness in the management,
while these over-worked teachers may be

1 02
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çtruggling against uncalled-for obstacles in
the hopeless endeavour to satisfactorily keep
up the financial siatus under the new system.
Our Htigh School masters have expressed a
conviction that soie different system of
grading schools and distributing legislative
aid might be adopted without interfering
with their efficiency. At present these
teachers are so engrossed with cares finan-
cial, that their usefulness is interfered with,
and their positions rendered in many cases

precarious.
If Mr. Crooks can relieve the present

systen of some of its oppressive and objec.
tionable features, he will receive the thanks
Of all concerned. lie bas wisely determined
that, commencing with 188o, a more rigid
adherence to legitimate duties shall charac-
terize those of the committee whose atten-
tion to departmental work lias been some-
what interfered with. This principle is sus-
ceptible of such general application that
he may possibly see his way to further
retrenchment, res. 'ing, let us hope, in
added resources airectly available to our
1 ligh Schools.

ITEMS.
COLLINGWOOD Collegiate Institute will

lereafter impose a fee.
PERTH C. I. offers $ia to each successful

rndidate at the Intermediate.

AT Whitby Ladies' College, they are un-
deltaking to prepare candidates for the In-
termediate.

MR. R. B. HARE, B.A., Ph.D. (Victoria
and Breslau), has been appointed Science
Master in Hamilton Collegiate Institute.

MR. O'CONNOR, late Mathematical Master
in [.ondon Collegiate Instittite, goes to
liarriston High School, as lead Master.

VERY few High Schools have organized
volunteer companies. The requirements en-
tail too gieat expense.

MR. ST IELE, of Ayminer 1ligh School, has
been appointed Head Master of Orangeville
High School.

MR. W. C1ir1 'M N, B.A., has resigned his
position as Mathematical Master in Napanee
High School, to accept a position connectt l
with his intended profession, civil engineei-
ing.

COBOURG Collegiate Institute has an ail-
inost overflowing attendance. The "Lorne
Medal" is to be given to the highest candi-
date at the next Intermediate. The young
ladies of the Institute have organized a
"Literary Union."

OF the 104 Hfigh School head masters in
Ontario, 37 are from Toronto University ;
23 from Victoria; 9 from Queen's; 4 fronI
McGill; i from Albert. Who will give us
a similar statement of the assistant masters
who are graduates ?

MR. A. PURSLOW, B.A., LL.B., bas been
appointed on the Board of Examiners for
Northuinberland and Durham, in place of
Mr. Tilley, B.A., who goes from Bowman-
ville to Lindsay, as Head Master of the High
School.

THE case of Miss Shenick, vs. the Trus-
tees of Cobourg Cóllegiate Institute, has
been decided adversely to the plaintiff. The
Board had given her notice that after ist of
April last, her services would be dispensed
with. She, however, sued for salary to the
end of her year, that is, up to the date of her
original engagement. There being no written
agreement, the Board claimed that they had
the right to terminate the engagement on
giving reasonable notice. Judge Boswell de-
cided " that by law she was entitled to no-
thing." le recommended the trustees, how-
ever, " ta give her one month's salary "! She
appealed from the decision to the Minister,
who very wisely, we think, declined to inter-
fere. Both teachers and trustees may with
profit make a note of this instructive case.
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[Contributted to, and under the management of, Mr. S. McAllister, Headmaster of Ryerson School, Toronto. 1

THOROUGIINESS IN TEACH ING.

BY GEORGE A. INCH, NEW BRUNSWICK.

TiHE primary idea in thoroughness in
teaching is accuracy or conpleteness, the se-
condary is comprehensiveness. Thorough-
ness is secured by teiching just what should
he taught as well as it can be taught. Thus
it is a subject really requiring a complete
treatise. My much less ambitious purpose,
however, shall be to suggest to you a few
means which appear to me necessary and
proininent forapproximating to thisthorough.
ness. 'l'he first I would propose is, that
every Teacher should have clearly and firm-
ly in his mind an intelligent idea of the aim
of the educational process. How is it pos-
sible for him to attain his end if lie does not
know what it is? The teacher is the archi-
tect who strengthens and embellishes the
human edifice. Can an architect fashion a
convenient and symmetrical palace without
having a plan ? No, that palace must stand
complete and perfect in his mind before lie
attempts its erection.

To get an idea of the Teacher's plan, allow
me to direct your attention to the method of
solving a geometrical theorem. Let us an.
alyze the process and note the steps rieces-
sary, and their order.

We must first familiarize ourselves with the
hypothesis and conclusion. Of these the
conclusion naturally receives attention first.
It we must clearly apprehend. -Iaving done
this we turn to the hypothesis to see what
basis or data we are pernitted to use to es-
tablish that conclusion. It is evident we
must understand precisely what both of these
:are. If we are indifferent to the conclusion,

ils attempted attainment is folly ; if we mis-
apprehend it, our work will be futile.
Should we erroneously interpret the hypothe-
sis we are working either with an altogether
different theorei, or no theoren at all.
Having clearly and accurately fixed these in
our own mincds, we apply certain principles
or truths to the hypothesis, and the conclu-
sion is established.

Now teaching is a theorem. A human
being to be educated is the hypothesis, and
a humnan heing educated is the conclusion.
Do we as Teacheis understand what these
are ? If we do not, let us by all means, set
ourselves about understanding them. It is
not enough to have in our minds a definition
of themn in vague language. There must be
a vivid conception of noble, well-developed
manhood and vomanhood. Not to have
this is the incipient and fundamental cause o!
loose teaching. Either from example or
careless habit, too many of us have been
satisfied to go over sonie routine, and have
not exercised our intelligence and skill in
shaping our pupils in the similitude of a
noble and inborn model, like as the sculptoi
chiseh from the graceful conception he bas
formed.

Important as the conclusion in this theo-
rem is, the hypothesis is not less so. The
Teacher should make himself clear here.
It is to know what youthful humanity is.
To the Teacher this must appear as capabil-
ities of development, if I muay be allowed the
expression-a capability of moral, mental,
and physical development. In the mental
capability he finds a number of faculties-a
faculty of observing, of remembering, of im-
agining, of reasoning, of feeling, of willing.

The third step of the process is the work-
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ing out of the conclusion by operating w'ith
the hypothesis. This is the active practical
vork of our profession, and is perhaps the

niost difficult. A youth, our hypothesis, by
a certain training, or rather development, is
to approximate to a typical man.

Now the thorough Teacher must note the
condition of this development, and act upon it.

A shapeless mass of iron is to be moulded
into a cannon. What is the most favourable
condition for the operation ?--cat. Facul-
tics are to be expanded and strengthened.
What is the necessary condition for the
operation?-Exercise. For the Teaclier the
exercise of the child's body and soul is the
only condition of their development. That
is a truth which should be written in phos-

phorus upon the dark back-ground of every
unsuccessfuil Teacher's record. It is an idea
,which should permeate the Teacler's being
until lie acts from it unconsciously. It is by
exercise alone that the muscles are strength-
enied ; by exercise the brain in all its lobes is
improved; by exercise moral stamina is se-
cmîed. Whatever neans, then, we adopt to
rcach the conclusion we have in view, let us
rt member that they must call into use the
child's own faculties, that they must be pro-
vocative of action and thought. Is it not a
pievalent yet foolish wrong to regard our
pupils as so many cameras to take impres-
sions from the actinic rays of our own light ?

Now by what means and method can the
conclusion be arrived at ; or, to drop the
figure, what studies are adapted to these
faculties to attain the aim, and hov shall
these studies be treated ? Here I can do
no more than refer to one or two subjects
as representing all.

The Board of Education supplies us with
a curriculum. From this we are to choose
and adapt. In teaching any subject the
thorough plan must be to decide upon the
natural result the study of it ought to bave
upon the pupil, and then intelligentlyaim to
effect that result.

Is the subject Arithmetic ? I would ask
myself, " What should be my aim in teach-
ing this ?" I would answer, " To fit the
pupil for everyday life, and to strengthen his

reflective powers." To accomplish the first,
it is evident I must make the work of a

practical nature, I must propose problems
in which the pupil himself is involved, and
such as lie will directly need. Tosecure the
second he must be trained in mental arith-
metic, in the principles on which arithmetic
is based-the wherefore of the rules, etc. It
is not enough merely to dwell upon this. It
is not mechanical. The mind nust take it
in, grasp it, see it. Bread is the food of the
body. It is asimilated with the body. It
becomes body. Arithmetic, in this case,
ouglht to b)e the food of the mind. It ought
to be assimilated with the mind.

In teaching this the class should be kept
alive. A Teaclier will best effeet tlis by be-
ing alive himself. Do not keep the pupils
dragging upon any single rule or exercise
until the interest flags. As soon as they
grasp the principle, and have had problems
enough to make them at ail skilful in its ap-
plication, pass on. Delay will produce dul-
ness. Besides the educational arena is not
so ]imîîited that we must speedily retrace the
steps we trod before. Have the school
classified in this as in all other subjects.
Have specified work assigned to each class
daily. Test their knowledge of it at the
blackboard. Ail classes can recite at the
same time, if there is blackboard surface
enough; if there is not, secure enough.
Note delinquents in the recitation. Give
them until the nlext day, and encourage
them to solve the difficulty. If not then
solved, explain. Offer any explanation on
the advance work of a class which may be
deemed advisable, being careful to omit
what there is any probability of their discover-
ing. Thus we keep progressing from point
to point. Novelty lends an interest. Of
course we must keep reviewing, especially in
this subject; but the work in review may
and ought to be so that the pupil will work
it in a sort of a heroic spirit to shew that he
is master of it.

Again, in teaching History the saine gen-
eral plan should, I think, be followed, viz..
the Teacher should make his mind familiar
with the results the study of it ouglt to se-
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cure, and then woik to bring about those
results. Society demands an acquaintance
with this subject. Free institutions and a
general franchise make it imperative. It is
valuable in its adaptability to improve the
moral judgment, and to exercise the memory.
Rightly conducted, it trains to proper modes
of reading by concentrating the attention
upon the sense. It should secure a fluent
expression of thought. These results I
would aim tosecure.

In my school-boy days we read a portion
and were asked what events occurred at
certain dates, and what dates certain events
occurred at. This was simple folly. There
was no waking up of mind, no tracing the
causes and sequence of facts, no criticism of
the justice or wisdom of actions, no intro-
duction of collateral history, no compaison
of customs, laws, etc., with those with wich
we are now familiar, no aiming to secure
along with this knowledge its fluent and ele-
gant expression.

These, then, I present to you as represen-
tative but meagre outlines of methods of at-
taining thoroughness in teaching. Simply
stated, it is to understand child-nature, to
know what it may and ought to become,
and to skilfully treat it so as to produce your
typical man.

Thorough teaching requires a thorough
teacher. That is an axiom. The Teacher
must be thorough not only in methods, but
also in knowledge. Very many of us are
not such, but most of us niay, I presume, be-
come such. The essential requisite is a
manly resolution to do the best we can, and
an unfaltering performance of that resolution.
Slould a teacher not thoroughly understand
each subject lie teaches ? Yes, and beyond
these, many not found in the curriculum of
our common schools. It will not pay for us
to secuire Second or First Class Licenses, and
then fold our student arms and repose upon
that intellectual pinnacle. I have known
Teachers-young ien who liad adopted this
profession, and had not yet reached the
"upper story "-who during a whole term
unremittingly, devotedly slarpened and pol-
shed themselves for their work by the study

of " Hlandy Andy," " Tie Woman in
White," etc., utilizing as recreation that part
of the daily papers devoted to lanlan, Ten
E-y-c-k, Dick Nagle, and such like literary
prodigies.

My friends, ours is intrinsically a noble
profession. We ought to be proud of it.
Are we? Do we manifest the esprit de
corps of some other professions ? Does our
profession occupy that position in the social
scale it should ? If not the fault is ours.
Let us raise the intellectual standard. Let
no member of our ranks be contented with
mediocrity. To advance needs no endow-
ments of genius; but simply, Newton-like,
to keep picking up pebbles upon the shores
of knowledge. Cheerful perseverance in any
line of action owes its life to principle deeply
seated, not to sentiment. The rock upon
which the Teacher should build, is the feeling
that his is a responsible work requiring the
best powers it is his to bestow. This sug.
gests my last topic-Earnestness.

The Teacher must be earnest in his pro-
fessional work in school and out of school.
No minutes of the five or six hours of the
daily session must be squandered. His zeal
should be such as to take no note of time,
except from its flight. Neither can the
Teachier who hopes for lasting success put
aside all thought of professional work from
the time he leaves bis school-room until he
returns. Ile should scan the daily lessons.
To have each recitation so that he could re-
cite it himself is a good criterion. Except
for a casual glance, a text-book in the school-
room ought to be considered a bore. Then
a little forethought will provide a fund <f
correlative facts and illustrations ready to
utilize. It is wise to have all problems in
niathematics solved Lefore the class reaches
them, that no time may be lost if an explan-
ation is needed. But he should be careful to
explain no problem until the best lias been
done by the pupils to solve it. Seventy-five
per cent. of the benefit aiises from the solv-
ing, not froin the knowledge of how it is
solved. Earnestness is verily the philoso-
pher's stone of our profession. Earnestness
is the alchemy which transmutes idleness
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into activity, apathy into interest, indifler-
ence into zeal, dulness into keenness. Ear-
nestness is the key of the Teacher's position.
Without it thoroughness vill be nowhere
found. I wotuld say to ail H3E EARNEST.
We have a work worthy of us. Let us
think about it, and we will feel that it is
so. It is one of noble possibilities. Thought
and action are our implements. Let us use
them with what skill we may, so that we
inay see a rich fruitage of results in the
staonger, brighter manhood of the youth we
train.

INSANITY AND OUR PUBLIC
SCHOOL SYSTEM.

IN the Annual Report for 1879 of the Pub-
lic Charities for the Province of Ontario,
there is no more interesting and carefully
written document than that of Dr. Clark,
Superintendent of the Toronto Lunatic Asy-
lum. In his general survey of the field over
which his labours extend, he classifies the
chief superinducing causes of insanity under
the three following heads:-

I. Hereditary taint.
Il. Worry from over-work.

III. Intemperance.

Under the second head he deals a well-
mierited blow at our public school system,
regarding it as the " pregnant source of the
mental and physical deterioration which, in
a secondary way, affects the adult popula-
tion as weil as the youth of our land, from
the senseless mental overstrain to which
school children are subjected."

" Besides thie four elementary studies, a
smattering of almost every other branch is
required from mere children, which in former
times was judged ta belong only ta the col-
leges. The same programme of studies is
laid down for ail, without any regard ta the
difference of mental constitution. A partial
solution of this difficulty is attempted in our
colleges by a system of options, but it does
not exist in our public schools. Nervous-
ness, lassitude, periodic headaches, a lax
and prostrated physical and mental system,

and a tendency ta, and an invasion of, insati-
ity may end the chapter of blunders."

This and much more is contained in the
charge made against aIl our elementary edu-
cational institutions. These strictures %te
fully believe are well merited. The grent
number of studies introduced and attempted
ta be taught in our public schools, but espe-
cially the effort ta reduce every pupil ta the
same standard of mental capacity and physi-
cal endurance by the imposition of a most
extensive but inflexible programme of studies,
we have long regarded as one of the great
evils of our educational system.

To the school teacher of to-day every
little head with so many cubic inches of
brain, connected in mystic union with so-
much muscular and nervous tissue, means
just so many promotions, so many squaie
yards of history, so many square miles of
geography, so much involution, evolutiori,
and resolution of powers, roots and forces ;
so many divisions of algebra, and so many
books of geometry and physics, with frac-
lions and lactors contorted and distorted in
every conceivable and inconceivable order,
when the whole mixture may be sub/imed or

precipitated by the prescribed dose of chemi-
cal elements, or consolidated somewhere
within the cerebral dome by assimilating
the whole sub-kingdom of the mollusks.

It is little wonder that the school children
who have undergone ail this cramming and
stuffing, perhaps before the age of twelve,
should in later years fail to fulfil the promise
of their youth, but on the contrary, as Dr.
Clark puts it, manifest signs of "physical
and mental deterioration."

Whatever be the merits of our public
school system,-and we are willing ta allov
that it possesses many,-in this particular it
is based on a most extraordinary and utterly
unphilosophical assumption, for it regards
children, with ail their varied physical, men-
tal and moral capabilities and defects, just
as so much lumber, capable of being turned
into so many table legs exactly of the same
size and pattern. " Only this and nothing
more," is the whole philosophical basis of
our public school programme, and the injus-
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tice and loss which it often inflicts on this
very account, is perhaps but little known to
its framers.

In rural districts it not infrequently hap.
pens that a number of over-grown boys, who
have been kept at home for the summer
months to assist in the labours of the farn,
ae sent to school during the winter season.
Their parents hope, and perhaps they them-
celves expect, to add something to their
mental treasury which niay be of use to theni
in after-life. But whatever may he their
aims, ambition, or mental activity, the poor
fellows are wofully disappointed when they
discover that because they are behind in
.,ome piece of-to them useless-memory
work, they mnst take their places in a class
of children not half their own size or age,
where at the end of five months they ifind
themselves little further advanced than at
the beginning. But worse than all, what-
ever little ambition they may have had in the
desire for mental improvemnent has been
wholly crushed out of them, and their school-
boy history lias closed in disappointment or
disgust. Had tley received, however, a
-little encouragement and assistance in the
studies for which they might manifest an
aptitude, such proficiency might have been
attained as would have been of material
benefit at least to themselves.

In looking over the lives and history of
those who have attained the highest places
in science, literature, and philosophy, it is
surprising to find how many of themo in
early youth escaped the regular system of
education in vogue in their own day, while
not one of them had ever been subjected to
-the hydraulic pressure of such an educational
machine as our public school programme.
Had they been so treated, it is more than
probable that the world would have yet re-
mained ignorant of the laws of gravitation,
that our nost sublime epics and tragedies

avould never have been written, and that the
most startling discoveries of science would
have remained locked up in the store-
ixouse of nature.

We feel perfectly satisfied that the tend-
.ency of the hot-house system to which chil-

dren are subjected during the %ix or eight
years of their public school life lias a tend.
ency to crush out whatever originality there
may be in their mental constitution, by the
subversion or repression of every inherent
tendency of their nature.

" So far and no farther shalt thon go," i.
the edict that greets every child on the
threshold of all his numerous studies. It
natters not what his abilities or inabilitieq,
likes or dislikes, may be, " so far and no
farther," is the fixed destiny that over-
hangs them all.

Ile lias failed in the promise of his
schoolboy days," is our final verdict in
lundreds of cases; but we fail to connect
cause and effect. We do not sec that our
system tends no higher at least than a re-

spectable mediocrity in everything, but
greatness in nothing ; that it dethrones the
mian and sets up the automaton, leaving him
through life the mere echo of the thoughts,
opinions, and even principles of others.

It is a most mistaken idea of education to
suppose it can only be measured by the
number of studies through which a child has
been dragged or forced. A mucb higher
and more useful type is that which enables
the pupil to gather and digest knowledge
for himself, and it is surely prefcrable to
the system which forces the unmasticated
material into his intellectual stomach, leav-
ing him throughout his whole after-life the
victim of a kind of mental dyspepsia.

The highest effort of the truc educationist
should be employed in directing the expand-
ing and maturing intellect, rather than in
forcing upon it indigestible and highly
seasoned food, altogether beyond its assimi-

lating power.
We have a very strong suspicion that

the present relation subsisting between

our high and public schools, by which the

latter are looked upon merely as feeders t ,
the former, is responsible for muclh of the
evil complained of in Dr. Clark's report.
The number of successful high school en-

trants is nov very generally accepted as the
measure of the public school teacher's suc-
cess. Failure here is the almost certain and
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sufficient cause for dismissal, while a success-
fu run for a fewexaminations in the entrance
groove, is the highest ambition, as it is re-
garded the best evidence, of a successful
educationist.

It would bec well, when an evil so very
generally felt throughout the Province is so
pointedly adverted to by one su capable of
judging as the Superintendent of the Toronto
lunatic Asylum, that some renedy vere
kept in view in the many changes and im-
provements attempted from time to time in
our School Law. Some little latitude in the
exercise of private judgment allowecl to the
teacher, especially in rural sections, would
leave him less of a teaching machine, and
free his pupils from the tyranny of having
inflicted upon thern studies which they never
expect to use, and for which they have
neither taste nor aptitude.

DONALD MCCAIG.

POLITE ERRORS.-No. 1.

As some good writers, and more good
speakers, commit errors of grammatical con-
struction which are rather the result of inad-
vertency than of a want of familiarity with
that science, the following hints may not be
inappropriate:-

The tit/e, as it implies, is employed sim-
ply in contradistinction to vulgar elrors,
against which it would avait nothing to ad-
monish the class of readers to whom these
suggestions are addressed.

From a valuable little book, 7he Errors
of Speech, some of the least glaring, or more
covert, inaccuracies have been selected, ad-
ded to which are others derived from various
standard authorities.

In most of the examples the errors vill
appear vithout the light of general rules;
in exceptional instances the rules will be
supplied.

" H e does not write as well as 1," should
be " He does not write so well as I; " but

" He does write as vell as I," is correct,
The negative form takes the adverb so ; the
affirmative, the adverb as.

" She looks beaut/july," should he, 'Sho
looks beautiful;" " It looks gran," not
"grandIy ;" 'It sounds fine," not 'n'e/y; "

l low sweet the moonlight sleeps upon the
banks," not "hov swee/ly." Rule : When
an intransitive or neuter verb is the predicate,
the noun that is the subject will take an
adjective instead of the verb taking an ad-
verb.

The verb ta lay; is a transitive verb, or one
in which the action or state implied passes
over to an object.

The verb to lie is an intransitive verb, and
can have no object after it. Rule: If the
person or thing spoken of exerts an action
that nust pass over to an object, use la,
laid, and laying; but if the persun or thing
spoken of exerts an action that does not pass
over to an object, use lie, lay, lain and ly-
ing. "Il He laid upon the bed " is incorrect,
for the verb has no object; but "I-e laid
hinisel/ upon the bed " is correct, for there
is an objective case, hintself, supplied. For
a similar reason " Let these papers la>',"
should be, " Let these papers lie," etc.
"They have laid in wait " should be " They
have lain in wait."

The preceding principles also apply to the
verbs to sit and to set, ta raise and to rise, etc.

To wake, ta awake, and to awaken are both
transitive and intransitive verbs.
PresentTense. Imperfect and Present Partciple.

Past Partciple.
Wake. Waked. Waking.
Awake. Awoke or Awaked. Awaking.
A waken. Awakened. Awakening.

One may say " 1 waked, awoke, or awaken-
ed early this morning," but not that "I
wake " or that " I woke another person," as
there is no such word. " I wakened at day-
light," should be " awakened at daylight,'"
as there is no such word as wakened.

Up is used only with wake, waked, waking,
but is both superfluous and inelegant.
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PUPIL-TEACHERS' )EPARTMENT.

IN this nionth's number we are glad to bc
aible to furnish our readers with a sclection
of examination papers given last September
to candidates for the teaching profession in
Nev Brunswick. W: commend to their at-
tention those on geography and composition,
which are sonewhat dilferent, and we think
superior, to questions on the sane subjects
given by the Central Conmnittec of Ontario.
We are able, also, to give a selection of
questions used at the English Training çol-
leges in December Iast : with many of these
our own will compare very favourably. They
shîew a noteworthy difference in the way of
testing the student's knowledge. It will be
observed that the English examiners give to
the student, in many cases, a choice of ques-
tions upon a subject. They bave then greater
certainty in finding out what he knows, and
the student has greater scope for shewing his
knowledge. None of the questions impress
us as some of those of one or two of our
own examiners painfully do, with the feeling
that they have a greater desire to shew their
own knowledge than to test that of their
candidates.

NJEW BRUNSWICK EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS.

SCIoOOL MANAGEMENT.

i. Shew the necessity of the continuous
ventilation of a school-room, (i) in respect
of the health of the pupils and teacher, (2)
in respect of mental vigour and application,
(3) in respect of cheerfulness and good order.

2. Specify the essential conditions of good
order in school.

3. Point out the etTects of injudicious
punishment upon the temper and character
of children.

4. How do you propose to deal with pu-
pils that are naturally dull, and cannot keep

up with their classes? 1Iow with those
whose abilities enable then to outstrip their
fellows?

5. Specify the means that may bc properly
employed by the teacher to secure the great-
est possible regularity of attendance of
pupils.

6. State the principles which should de-
termine the character of the school Timte
Table. [Give any illustrations your titne
will permit.]

TEACHING.

i. Justify the following educational pain-
ciples:-

(i) Exercise is the condition of develop-
ment ; and doing, of compicte knowledge.

(2) The mucans ought to be consistent with
the end.

(3) The ultimate objects of the study
should always be kept in view by the teach-
er, that the end be not forgotten in pursuit
of the means.

(4) Example and practice are more effi-
cient than precept and theory.

2. Illustrate the above principles in n
sketch of the course you would pursue, and
the means you would employ in teaching
reading, or other branch of study.

CANADIAN HISTORY.

i. Give some account of the lie and
character of Charles de LaTour, and of his
Srst wife.

2. By whom was the River Saint Croix
named ? Where and when vas the first set-
tiement made on it ? Describe the experi-
ences of the settlers.

3. Under whose guidance was the Act of
Union between the two Canadas consuni-
mated ? Give the date, and name some of
the leading provisions of the Act.
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4. What is eant by the tern "Family
Compact "? Why was this compact obnox.
iou, to the people ? Name ils chief assail-
ants in the Maritime Provinces, nnd in the
present Provinces of Quebec nnd Ontario.

5. Give an accouint of what happcned at
Navy Island in the rebellion of 1837.

6. Give the laie of the Proclamation of
lie Dominion of Canada, and naine the
'rovinces at present comprising il.

MENTAL, ARITItETIC.

TrZis Exercise is to be worke<d in silence, and
witlu figuring: Te answers arc to be

given on this paper.
i. A man lias î of a dollar, lie gives j of

a dollar to une person, and 2 of a dollar to
a second, what part of a dollar lias lie left?

2. Two men hire a pasture in common

for $4.80. One pastures a horse in it 74
wecks, and the other 9 weeks; what ought
Cach to pay?

3. What is the interest of $132.25 fol 4
ionthsand 15days at 7 per cent. per annum?

4. What is the prescnt worth and discount
of $x50, payable in 5 months and ic days,
at 6 per cent.?

5. A triangle contains 24 acres, its longest
side beirg 8 chains. Hlow long is the per-
î)endicular from the opposite angle upon
tht side ?

6. A boy playing at marbles lost in the
first game 1 of what he had ; in the second,
4of what he then had ; in the third, 1 of
liat he then had; in the fourth ii, and

then he had 16 marbles leit. How many
had he at first?

ARITHMIETIC.

Answers must contain the whole operation.

i. Divide £1,750 between four persons

so that their shares shall be as the fractions
, , and -r'.

2. Reduce the decimal .01747 to a vulgar
fraction in its lowest denomination.

3. If a man can perforai a journey Of 258
miles in 6ï days, walking i i4 hours in each
day, how many hours a day must he walk,

at the same rate, to perform a journey of

1303 miles in 31 days.
7

4. Exprcss 3" ÷ (2Î+6A -2) cwt. as the

decimal of a ton.

5. A owned i, of a ship. e sold I of
of his share for $' ; ; what was the value

of of at the sane rate ?
4ý

6. The simple interest on a certain suin
for 9 months at 5 per cent. per annum, is
$i50 less than the simple intercst on the
same suin for 15 months at 4 per cent. per
annum. Find the principal.

7. If you mix sugars at 6 cents, S cents,
zo cents, and ii cents per pound, in wlhat
quantities must they be taken to make a
mixture of oo lbs. worth 9 cents. per lb.?

8. A square field has a diagonal path
across it, measuring 7 chains 35 links ; find
the side of the field and its area.

9. Find tle square roots of .ooo633679929,
and .o5i, and 5-1.

GEO)GR APilY.

ThIe examin;er will estimiate Par/s . ami JZ.
as oj erual valie.

PART I.
i. What is the Gulf Streani, and where

does it originate ? Suppose the Gulf Streani
were cut off, what results would follow ?

2. What are Icebeîgs, and low are they
produced? Why do the Icebergs of th,
Arctic Ocean not escape southward and
cool the atmnosphere?

3. Describe the physical features, climate,
and productions of South Africa, Mexico,
and the Sandwich Islands.

4. Give an account of the principal water.
shed of Europe, and name the rivers drain.
ing the southern slope.

5. What great rivers take their rise in the
Alps, through what couintries do they flow,
and into what seas do they fall ? Give the
chief towns on each river.

6. Naine and describe the great rivers
which drain North America : (i) those
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Which flOw nnrth, (2) those which flow cast,

(3) those which low south.

7. Spccify the motions Of the earth, and
explain the causes of the succession of the
scasons.

PARr 11.

Draw from memory, on the paper given
to you, the following maps:-

i. An online map of Norway or Sweden,
and insert the mountain ranges and chief
rivcrs.

2. An outline map of Ireliand (the form
only is rcquired, but credit will e given for
any (letails inserteul).

COMPOSITION.

i. As indicated below, make a prose

paraphrase of the following ines (addressed
to Justice) :-

Stern I.awgiver I Vet thou dost wcar
Tlhe Godlcad's most benignant grace:
Nor know wc anything so fair
As is the smile upon thy race.
Flowers laugh before thec in their beds,
And fragrance on thv footing tread ç;
Thou dost prcs..rvc the stars from wrong.
And the most ancient Heavens, through thee,

are fresh and strong.

(i) Frame questions on the passage. (2)
Give format answers, in your own words, to
éach question. (3) Combine your answers
into sentences and paragraphs,-using such
connectives as may be required.

2. (t) Name the measure of the above
verses. (2) What can you say of the last
verse ? (3) Specify the figures of speech
employed. (4) Name the words which are
not of Saxon origin. (5) Who is the author
of the lines? (6) Quote from any other
author, or authors, ideas parallel or similar
to any of the above, though differently ex-
pressed.

3. Combine the following separate propo-
sitions into a compound sentence :-

Ta' A person looked on the waters only
for a moment (att. to " person.")

2a, The waters were retiring (subs. obj.)

A. That person might fancy this.
ib' A person looked on the waters only

for five minutes (att. ta " person.")

24' The waters werc rushing capricinusly
to and fro (subs. obj. )

B. That person might fancy this.
Tc A person kceps his eye on the watcs.

for a quarter of an hour (adv. of lime.)
2c' ile secs one sea-mark disappear after

another (adiv. of time.)

3c' The ocean is moved in some gencral
direction (att. to direction.)

C. Then it is impossible for him to doubt
of that general direction.

4. What are the clcmcnts of an exposi.
tory paragraph ? Illustrate your answer by
writing such a paragraph on Labour Strikes.

ENGLISII TRAINING COLLEGES
EXAMINATION PAPERS.

SCIIOOL MANAGEMENT.

Three hours are allowed for this Paper.
Students who are remaining in the Train.

ing College after this Examination must
omit Section VII., and are not pcrmitted to
answer more than ope question in each of
the other Sections. Students who leave the
Training College to take charge of Schools
after this Examination, and Acting Teachers,
should answer the wholc of Section VIII.,
and one question in cach of the other first
Cive Sections.

Section z.

i. Give a brief account of the methods of
teaching pursued in the first schools esta-
blished by Bell and Lancaster.

2. Give some short rules that would im.
press on your scholars the value of habits of
punctuality, cleanliness, and courtesy.

3. What do you understand by " Notes
of Lessons?" Why cannot the exact form
and order of questions that are required for
oral lessons be given in such notes.

Section 2.

r. Write out fully such explanations of
words, phrases and grammatical difficulties as
would be needed for a reading lesson to .

first class on the following passage :-
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The building was a spacious theatre.
Haif round, nn two main Pillarr vaultcd high,
With rcats. where all the lords and each degrce
Of sntu might xih in ordcr in behold:
The other aide wa% open where the throng
On banks and acaffolds under sky might stand.

2. Give examples of the different sounlds
expresscd by the letterse and i and the diph-
thong oit. Account for somc of ticse peculi-
aritics.

3. Explain the advantage of giving to
older children short biographies of authors
whose works are used for reading lessons.
Illustrate your reasons by passages from
Samson Agoniste., or from some standard
poem with which you arc acquaircd.

Section 3.

t. What description of slates, cascls, and
blackboards are best adapted for tcaching
drawing, gcography, and music in a class ?

2. Analyse the lettcrs of the word " camw-
phoratcd " into the elementary shapes em-
ployed in your system of teaching writing.

3. Which of the following lessons would
you consider suitable as subjects of composi-
tion for a class of fourth standard children :
the battle of Waterloo, the boundaries of
thicr own county, coal, the steam engine, a
clock ? Statc your reasons in each case as
to the suitability or unsuitability of each
subject.

Section 4.

r. What are the chief uses of mental
arithmetic? Give some examples introduc.
tory to a first lesson on division of money.

2. Shew how a child's ordinary know-
ledge of money transactions may be utilized
fnr illustration of addition of fractions.

3. Give such a series of examples of vulgar
fractions, producing terminating decimals,
as would fully illustrate the general rule for
converting the denominator into a multiple
of ten.

Section .5.

i. Point oui the necessity of a good know-
ledge of geography for the teaching of his-
tory, and illustrate your explanation by the
geography of the Highlands of Scotland and
of Wales.

2, What do you undcrstand by " listori-
cal Grammar ?" Give some exanpiles of tie
names of animals and of inflexions of verbs.

3. What natural laws intcresting to child-
ren would requirc to be clcarly %tated in a
lesson on the pcndulum of a clock, the flight
of a bird, and the brenthing of a fish ?

Settion 6.

Write full notes of a lesson on one of the
following subjects :-

x. The cause of foul air in a room
lightcd with gas.

Or, 2. Some agricultural implement.

Or, 3. Habits of doncstic animais.
Or, 4. Our postal systcm.
Or, 5. Ready-money dealings.

Section 7.

(Sec directions at the hcad of the paper.)
(a) In drawing up time-tables to be sub-

mitted to the Inspector, what difference may
be made as to the timcs of marking the regis-
ters in day and evening schools ? What
atteration of marks is required in the case of
a scholar who Icaves before the close of
the school attendance ?

(b) What is the object of the child's school-
book ? What entries should be muade in it
when a child Icaves your school ?

(c) What rule would you lay down for
your guidance in those few cases in which
you might consider it necessary to inflict cor-
poral punishment ?

(d) If a child enters school on Monday,
the sixth of January (alloving for a. week's
holiday at Easter and at Vhitsuntide, for
three weeks' holiday in June and for five oc-
casional half-holidays) at what date might
he be expected to have completed 250 at-
tendances, if we suppose that eight per cent.
of the scholars are absent at each attendance
from unavoidable causes ?

(e) Make out a list of apparatus required
for teaching geography, arithmetic, and na-
tural history.

(f) Explain some system for introducing
fresh warm air into a schoolroom without
producing draughts.
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ARI if tlI .

Canlidate; -ire not peiinittel to answer
more than onetieu,tion in cach sercion, The
to/ntion mtiut le given at uch len;;th as to
be intelligible to the Examiner, otherwise
the answer will le consilerel tf no value.

(si) l1.iw many multiples of four hindred

and seventy.nine lie hetwecn fourtecn hun.
ircdl, and one milli.n livc hundred and
thirty.ninc thousand and twenty.sevcn?

(h) vhsat is the effect upoin the reiainder,
if the divisor he increased hy a small juan-
tity without altciing the quotient ?

(c) What is the avcrage weight in lbs. of
nine hains arrangel in a row, if the hani at
one end of the rowv weighs il qrs. and the
wcight of each of the others in succession is
greater by 36 nz. than the wcight of the
han ncxt preceding it in the row ?

(d) l[ow many houies can lie built on a
frontage of î of a mile, cach house having
a frontage of 36 feet 8 inches, allowing for
il streets, cach having a width of 40 feet?

(T/iese fornti one qtnesution.)
Section 2.

r. An cmigrant ship allows 64 cubic ft. of
luggage for cach person, and requircs iod.
for cach cubie foot in cxcess of this allow-
ance : a man pays £7 13s. 4 d. excess for
his own, his wife's, and. his daughter's lug-
gage; how many cubic feet of luggage does
the man take, if the wife and daughter cach
take half as much again as he did ?

2. A span of 16 oxen can draw a load of

4½ tons for a distance of 7 miles per day;
a man carrying i t2 lbs. can travel 21 miles
per day: how much more will be carried by
120 men a distance of 147 miles (the men
going and returning at a uniform rate) than
by two spans of oxen ?

3. A railway reduces its fares for first
class passengers from 311. to 2d. per mile, and
for second class passengers from 2d. to rid.
per mile ; before the change of kres ro,ooo
persons travel second class daily between
two towns, and i,6oo first class: after the

change of farce, to per cent. nf the second
class passengers lcgin to travcl Cist class,
but the toail number ,f second class passen-
gcis ik increascd by 50 pier ccnt. Find the
total gain ier train mile.

Sedion 3.

1. Prove the rtle for division of vulgar
fractions. Find the value of-

2) E 31+7îîS x 21. .(42 of 8).

2. Find by succc.sivc divisions the G. C.
M. of 652,674 and 1,475,600. Hiow would
you prove to your class without actual di.
vision that your G. C. M. will divide any of
the divisors you have uscd ?

3. Find the value of 7&l. of 5 guincas +
41 1 of £3 - 27211 of 5s., and biing the
result to the fraction of Es. 3d.

Section 4.
r. Convcrt to decimal fractions 5 1, 711,
, Cid*'.
The length 0 a metre is 1'09363 yards

convert x5o& English miles into kilometres.

2. Prove the rule for multiplication of
decimals. Find the value of .i590 or il
cwt. o qrs. 5 lbs. 8 oz.

3. Two sums of money arc in the ratio of
.52:.16, and their difference is 4 r 2 16S. 2d1.;
find the sums.

Section 5.

I. If 49 men working for 64 days of 71
hours can excavate a pit with vertical sides
whose edges form a square (each ecdge being

14 yards long), how many hours a day must
128 men work for 29 days to excavate a pit
of the same depth, but longer and broader
by two yards each way?

2. A company possessing £5oo,ooo capi.
tal carries forward, at the beginning of the
year, £î,082 los.; at the end of the year a
dividend of 5 per cent. is paid, and £,178
i8s. 8d. is carried forward ; find the gross
receipts, the cost of working being to the
net receipts in the ratio of 53 :47.

3. If a quantity of silver bought at 4s.
8id. per oz., has lost in value £i9 6s. Sd.
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when silver is sold it £2 t IC. ci/. J: lb.,
Iind the wcight fo the silver.

.ÇrUot (,.

1. What is the relation lbcwccn discruni,
prescnt vortl and amount ?

In how many years will £675 r0f. amount
(0 £945 W4. at 4 per cent. simplle intlerest ?

2. A bankrupt's debits amount lo £3.750,
lie pays tj. in thr pound, and defriuds hiq
crelitors by concealing i or his a-ets ; ind
the value of his estate.

3. A man invests £4,o in four sums iof
Soo, 900, 1,100, 1,200 to produce 2j, 3, 31
and 3 per cent. simplc interest respectively
per nnnum ; fnd the gain in income if the
whole haci been investcd to prolucc 3à per
annum.

S«iot 7.
i. Find the square root of 38259.36, and

the cube root of 7077.888.
2. A metal is mixed with each of two

ithers in the ratio of 7 :8 and 5 :6 respec.
tively, and its value is to those of the others
as 3 : 1 nnd 4 : r respectively ; find the value
of a quantity of the second Mixture equal in
weight to a quantity of the first that costs

3,190.

TIrAT teacher is likely to be the most suC-
cessful who makes a specialty of every sub-
ject he teaches. To do this both he and his
scholars must do more than be the slavish
followers of a text-book. This is a rational
statement of what there is a great deal of
irrational talk about among our neighbours
,it the present time under the name of the
" Quincy Plan." It is as absurd now as it
was in Euclid's time to suppose that by this
or any other educational nostrum the difficul-
ties of imparting and acquiring knowledge

3. A charity els out o,oo ronîsnl nt
07J. and invest the prrceeds in railway le.
benturr at ni0 ; what intercst mtust the le-
lenturcs pay ihat the inco oif the chnrity
maiy he increased by £89 per nnnum, no
charge being made for bîrokerage?

i. Two ronnms who-c breadîths are 17 ai
S.; fet, Irngths Io and z6 fert, and heigls
io and 9 feet respc.tively. nre rovered witlh
pliers of diffrrcnt vnhic-, each two fect
vile ; ir the dhTference n the two costs he
£1 7s. according ns the larger rnom is pa-
percd with the dearer or cieaper paper; find
the difference in prices per yard of the paper.

2. Copper is 8.96 times as heavy as water;
what will a culbe of copper, whosc cdgc is
9 incies, weigh vhen suspendedi in watcr, if
it lose a weight equal to that of the water
displaccd, a cubic root of water weighing
1,ooo ounces?

3. Three clocks Occupy rcspectively 33,
22, Il seconds in striking twelve, and lose
36, 24, 12 seconds daily respectively; if
they begin (o strikc together at 4 p.m. on
March 31, on what dny will they all strike
twelve separately for the first time ? Which
two will first strike twelve separately ?

will be removed. The chief good that we
can hope from this Quincy craze is that many
teachers will be confirmed in, and others
will be led to adopt, natural and rational me-
thods of training their scholars. If it has
the effect, not of doing away with text-books,
for that would be educational suicide, but or
using thein as a staff rather than a crutch,
thus giving the teacher an opportunity of
using his own mind and character as an im-
portant factor in the training of his scholars,
it will have served a gond purpose.
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TEACHERS' ASSOCIATIONS.

CHRONICLE OF THE MONTH.

TORONTO TEAClIERS AssoclArION.-
This Association held its semi.annual meet-
ing on Friday and Saturday, 23rd and 24th
January, in the Wellesley school. Mr. Mc-
Donald, the head master of the school, and
his assistant teachers had done their best to
make their visitors comfortable ; and they
succeeded. The windows were filled wiith
choice house-plants, some of them in blo&m,
and the decorantions on the blackboards and
about the walls gave a very pleasant appear-
ance to what is in itself a handsome room.

The president, Mr. Hughes, occupied the
chair, and, with his accustorned t - , kept
the business going so that the teachers, of
whom there were upwards of 15o present as
members, never had a chance of feeling the
time drag.

The first subject on the programme was
"Expressive Reading for Senior Classes,"
upon which Mr. Lewis discoursed for up-
wards of an hour in a manner that only one
who is full of hissubject cansucceed in doing.
lie indicat ed that expressive read ing consisted
in rendering the thoughts oftheauthor as ifthey
were one's own, with proper elocutionary
effect. Ie dwelt upon the human voice as
a medium for the expression of thought >y
means of its modulations. Ie strongly an-
imadverted upon the sing-song style so often
heard from the reading desk and the pulpit, in
readir'g from a Book that of all others can
be made edifying by expressive delivery.
Ie shewed that in regard to utterance, the

chief faults that scholars commit is indistinct-
ness, especially in the unaccented parts, ald
at the end of words which have similar
sounds to those succeeding them. The best
remedy he pointed out for this was phonic
reading; that is uttering every elementary

sound as it occurs, without reference to the-
thought, hence it may be donc as well reading
backwards as forwards. Another fault he
pointea eut is that of accent at the end of
various kinds of sentences. A third is mis-
placed emphasis. A great aid to remed>
the latter was grammatical analysis. For
no scholar can give the empliasis aright
unless he thoroughly understands the pas-
sage he is reading. Ie indicated various
vocal exercises that would be useful for
reading, and profitable for the health, saying
that short breaths were better than long
ones, and that breathing should take place
through the nost.iq by plat ing the end of
the tongue against the roof of the mouth.
Hle praised highly, and commended to the
attention of teachers, Legouvé's work on the
" Art of Reading," already reviewed in our
columns, one of whose recommendations is to
read a passage aloud if you wish to under-
stand it. Ie illustrated what he neant by
expressive reading by rendering with great
elocutionary effect several passages from the
Fifth reader, notably Mark Antony's Speech
and Parrhasius.

There is one fault that Mr. Lewis himself is
guilty of, which renders his audience uncer-
tain whether they have got the full benefit of
his add:ess or not. Ie is always in a hurry
-no so.ner has he got well ino one pait of
his subject than he finds he will be unable,
for want of time, to say a great deal of what
he intended to say upon it, and hurries on to-
the next, so that by the time he concludes,
his hearers feel that however rich the feast
put before them has been, the courses have
followed each other too rapidly to be fully
enjoyed.

Mr. Levi Clark, head master of Phobe
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street school, followed Mr. Lewis with some
'renarks upon " Marking for Conduct and

Vork." le said there was danger of putting
too much stress upon marking; that the
securing of good marks became the prime
object of the scholar, and not the gaining of
knowledge, or rectitude of conduct; whiclh
-were or should be the objects of the teacher.
The only merit he could sec in the present
marking systeni is that it stimulates the
pupil's ambition. If they looked at the
other side of the shield they would find that
the maarking occupied much valuable time,
-was in danger of dealing unjustly with very
meritorious scholars, was often a reward for
superficial rather than thorough work, and
in some cases was a temptation ta dishonesty.
There was danger of imposing bad marks for
faults which were due ta the teacher's lack
of proper discipline ; or to his inability ta
keep up the interested attention of his
scholars. Mr. Clark did not thmk that the
schools would suffer much loss if the marking
system were entirely donc away with. In
inarking for exercises, donc either at home or
in school,he would attach more importance ta
neatness than to accuracy. In the course of
his address he threw out an excellent hint for
teaching spelling. "Give out by dictation
the words you wish ta have prepared as a
spelling lesson for the next day. The schol-
ars will thus see which they fail in, and will
direct their attention more particularly ta
them."

These papers, with the discussions that
followed, completed a good morning's work.

In the afternoon Mrs. Wallace, a teacher
in the Park School, read a carefully prepared
and well thought out paper on "How I man-
age my class." She said that a great deal of
the secret of successful teach'.ng lay in mak-
ing the school hours as pleasant as possible
for the children. Hence, she studies her
scholars, believing that before a class can be
in a proper condition for acquiring know-
ledge, teacher and scholars must understand
each other. Point out offences with firmness,
and if necessary punish rigorously, but with
justice. Try ta let troublesome scholars feel
that they are an object of interest ta you, and

they may thus be won from their evil ways.
Shew discretion and tact especially in deal-
ing with new pupils. Cultivate habits of
neatness and order, and try ta impress your
scholars withl the utility of what they learn,
and thus they can be convinced of the bene-
fits of habits of punctuality, regularity, and
diligence. Let the scholars always be made
ta feel that what concerns them also concerns
the teacher, and let the teacher begin work
by skilfully leading the scholars to propose
the plans she wants carried out for the day.
Remember in going over work with them,
what is stale ta you nay be quite fresh ta
them. She concluded with advising ber fel-
low teachers not ta give up, alter even re-
peated failures, for perseverance would in the
end bring success. She worked as hard as
her scholars did ta prevent them getting bad
marks.

In the remarks that followed the reading
of this paper some excellent hints were given.
One lady advised not ta let the children get
tired, another to give praise when deserved,
another ta be unflagging in energy.

Mr. Douglas, fornerly head master of the
Orangeville High School, followed with a
paper on " The Education of the Citizen,"
which we hope ta be able ta present ta our
readers in our next issue.

In the evening Professor Loudon, of Uni-
versity College, gave a lecture ta the Asso-
ciation in the theatre of the Normal School,
upon the " Tuning Fork." His well-known
skill in rendering clear a difficult subject ta
persons with little scientific training was
well displayed, and he illustrated it by a num-
ber of interesting experiments. The lec-
ture will be found in the proceeding page.

Saturday's work was devoted ta the elec-
tion of officers, the reading of a paper on the
"Teaching of History," by Mr. McAlliswi,
which we hope ta insert in an early issue ;
and by replies from the President to questions
put ta him, bearing more or less upon the
nterior management of the schools. His
answer ta the question, What is the best way
to teach spelling to junior classes? will bear
repeating : "Teach it by readirg phonically
and by transcription."
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The officers for the current year are :
President, Mr. James Hughes, P. S. In-
spector ; Vice-President, Mr. R. W. Doan,
head master of Victoria street school ; Secre-
tary-Treasurer, Mr. R. McCausland, head
master Bathurst street school. Board of
l)irectors: Messrs. McAllister and -Iendry,
and Misses Churchill, Keown, and Williams.

COUNTY OF WATERLOO TEACHERS' As-
SOCIATION.-Tlie above Association met in
the Berlin Central School on Friday and
Saturday oflast week. The attendance was
very good, and the proceedings throughout
proved highly interesting and instructive.
The first meeting vas at 9 o'clock on Friday
morning, the President, Mr. Alexander, in
the chair. The minutes of previous meeting
were read and adopted.

Mr. Herner took up the subject of reading
from the beginning. He considered four
months sufficient time for any child to be in
the first book; the work could be gone over
in that time with two lessons daily of not
more than ten minutes each.

Mr. Alexander took up Arithmetic in a
practical manner, shewing his way of teach-
ing from the beginning to decimals. His
mode of teaching would be to use soine little
articles, such as cards or beans, and putting
the figure one on the board he would hold up
one card, telling them that the figure on the
board represented the number he had in his
hand, and so on. He would teach Addition
and Subtraction together, and also Multi.
plication and Division.

A committee, formed for the purpose of
nominating the oflicers of the Association
for the ensuing year, brought in the follow-
ing report, which was adopted :-President,
Mr. W. F. Chapman ; Vice-President, Mr.
W. T. Biggs; Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. G.
Stuernagel; Managing Committee, Messrs.
J. W. Groh, ). Marshall, J. Bingeman, and
Misses M. E. G-ay and A. Weber.

Mr. Hilliard considered next the question,
"Is Provincial Uniformity in Text Books
Desirable ?" The public good must be the
chief consideration in deciding this question.
He suggested a committee to select books

for Provincial use, none other than such to
be allowed. In discussing the question ns-
to whether the wholc thing should be thrown
open to competition or the present system
should be followed, lie considered the sys-
ten now in use, with some changes, was the
better.

It was moved by Mr. Hilliard, seconded
by Mr. Groli, that one text book, or a series
of text books where necessary, is desirable.

Miss Young read an interesting essay on
the influence of teachers over their pupils.

The business being concluded at four
o'clock, the members vent to the High,
School to lear Mr. Forsyth's lesson on
Chemistry. He took up water, and shewed
the different modes of decomposing it by a.
number of highly successful experiments.

In the evening Mr. Hughes lectured in the
town hall on the subject of "Kindergarten."
It is a pity the Berlinites did not honour hini
with a larger audience.

SECOND DAY.

Mr. Hallman spoke on " Moments in
Philosophy," proving the principle of mo-
ments, and proving their use in solving difii-
cult problems.

A committee consisting of Mesers. Aie»-
ander, Herner and Suddaby was appointed
to consider to what extent the Kindergarten
could be used in our common schools, and to
report at next meeting of the Association..

Mr. Hughes took up Industrial Drawing.
His remarks were characteiized by practical
thought. The same gentleman followed
on the subject of Phonic Reading, shewing
the superiority of the Phonic over any other
e em of teaching reading. He next con-
siuered Ohject Lessons. It would be some-
what difficult to teach in this manner in our
schools ror want of suitable objects. But
the system was a good one. In children it
was not the amount of information but de.
velopment of mind that was valuable.

The Managing Committee handed in a
report with the following programme for
next meeting :-Arithmetic, Mr. Macintyre;
Reading, Mr. D. Erb; Grammar, Mr. Shar-
man ; History, Mr. Pierce ; Should the:
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r Minister of Education acquire the copyright
of all text-books ? Mr. W T. Biggs ; Es-

sayists, Misses Kuehn and Jones ; Music,
Mr. Groh ; Physical Culture, Mr. P. IH.
Green ; Mathematical Geogiaphy, Mr. Mar-
shall.

A resolution was passed expressing dis-
satisfaction with the proposed shortening of
the suimer vacation, as it would not be in
any way helpful to the cause of education to
confine children during th-e hct weather
which constitutes the vacation ; also urging
upon the Minister of Education to hesitate
before gianting any petition for that purpose.

It was decided to hold the next meeting
on the second Friday and Saturday in Sep-
tember.

The Library Committee' presented a re-

port. The library consists of r4o volumes,
and is in good condition.

Votes of thanks were tendered to the re-
tiring officers of the Association. Mr. S. S.
Herner was then elected a delegate to the
Provincial Teachers' Association at Toronto.

Mr. Chapman considered the question,
"Should the Provincial Teachers' Associa-
tion be made Representative ?" taking the
affirmative side, and bringing several argu-
nents to bear upon it. The Provincial As-
sociation should be a kind of Educational
Parliament.

NoRTH HASTINGS TEACHERS' ASSOCIA-
TIoN.-The quarterly meeting of this Asso-
ciation was held at Stirling, January 31st,
188o. The forenoon session was occupied
in the discussion of " School Drill," and
" How to Teach Arithmetic to Junior
Classes," introduced by Wm. Mackintosh,
.P.S.

The subject was ably and exhaustively
handled by Mr. Mackintosh. In a simple,
lucid and practical manner he shewed hov to
teach children to recognize înIbers at
sight ; to compare numbers ; to analyze
them, and to perform the simple elementary
operations of addition and subiraction. An
especially noticcable feature was his shewing
how to teach the piinciples of "carrying."

The Association adjourned.
A pleasant feature in connection with the

meeting was the recognition of the public
services of the teachers by several members
of the Stirling School Board, who had made
arrangements vith a leading hotel-keeper
to have the teachers dine together as their
guests. The courtesy was duly appreciated
and acknowledged by the large gathering
that enjoyed their hospitality.

The Association met again at three p.m.
The treasurer's report was read, shewing

the large balance of $8i.S on hand, and in
the bank. The auditors, Messrs. Mulloy
and Shannon examined the accounts and
reported them correct.

Mr. J. Johnston, Inspector P. S., South
Hastings, then introduced " How to teach
Reading to Second and Third Classes." The
subject was ably handled, stress being laid
upon the necessity of thorough explanation
of the lessons when they are assigned, the
importance of teachers being able to set a
good model for imitation before their pupils,
and the value of committing the gems of
thought studied in connection withî the read-
ing exercise to memory.

Mr. Mulloy and Mr. Sutherland favoured
the Association with readings, which were
well rendered and received.

Association adjourned.
WM. MACKINTOSH, President.
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CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE MiNIsrEcR oF
EnUCvrIoN on the Public, Separate, and
High Schools; also, on the Normal and
Model Schools of the Province of Onta-
rio, for the year 1878. Printed by order
of the Legislative Assembly. Toronto :
C. Blackett Robinson, Parliamentary
Printer.

As if to deprecate unfavourable comment
upon the delay of a year in bringing out the
Education Report for 1878, Mr. Crooks has
shewn a praiseworthy promptness in pre-
senting it to the Assembly at the beginning
of the session. We see nu reason why there
should be this delay, except that dictated by
official etiquette. But we have yet to learn
that ' our local legislators take such an all-
absorbing interest in education that they like
to be the first to enjoy the feast of statistical
tables the Report sets before them. As a
matter of fact a large section of the general
public take a much more active interest in
the training of the young. Would it not,
therefore, be a wise step on Mr. Crooks'
part to recognize the fact, by making public
is Report as soon as he has it ready,

whether the Legislature is sitting or not?
It would then be less an historical document
and more one of a live, current interest, the
discussion of which might lead to practical
results. A great portion of its contents, as
they appear now, either have sunk into the
limbo of oblivion, or have become stale
with the growth of a year's mould upon
them.

The number of pupils between the ages
of five and sixteen years attending the public
schools in 1878 was 467,433, of other ages
21,582, making a total attendance Of 489,-
015 out of a school population Of 492,360
between the ages of five and sixteen years.
The number reported between seven and
twelve years of age as not attending any
school during four months o the year is

27,415. A decrease from the previous year
is thus shewn of school population of 2,444,
of pupils attending school, 1,845; and an
increase of those who do not attend any
school of 1,441. Our readers will observe
that while the returns of those attending
school include all ages up to twenty-one
years, those of school population take in
none over sixteen years of age. But even
this explanation will not account for the fact
t'iat while the difference of school popula-
tion and school attendance is 24,927, a num-
ber which presumably takes in those who
attend private schools, and who do not at-
tend any school, the number rett.rned be-
tween the ages of seven and twelve years as
not attending any school for the minimum
period of four months is 27,415.

This shews an enormous increase upon the
number not attending school in 1877, which
was 15,974, and when we come to add the
increase of 1,441, as stated by the Report, to
this latter number, we get 17,415. Evi-

dently then, Mr. Crooks has not been careful
with his figures when he adds, by a slip of
the pen, ten thousand to the vagrant juve-
nile population of the Province. The aver-
age attendance was 224,588, which is a frac.
tion under 46 in every hundred of the total
number attending school. Although this is
two per cent. more than it was last year,
we must still regret that not one-half the
scholars attending the public schools of the
country derive the full benefit of the instruc-
tion they afford. In counties 44 out Of every

oo attended regularly, in cities 57, and in
towns 55.

When we examine Table B to ascertain
the relative standing of the counties in regu-
larity of attendance, we find Brant stands
far ahead of all the others, shewing an aver-
age of 87 per cent., while Simcoe is much
the lowest, having barely 20 per cent. We
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-are so much struck with this discrepancy
that we examine the details of the table, and
find there is again a serious mistake in the
figures. Simcoe is credited with a school
attendance of 18,711, while its average is
stated at only 3,731, but there is internat
evidence to shew that the 3 thousands should
be 8. Brant has a school attendance of
5,153, and an average out of this of 4,510;
igain the thousands figure is wrong, the table

shews that the 4 should be 2. With such
mistakes as these we give up in despair any
attempt at comparison from the table. Our
average attendance compares very unfavour-
ably with that in England and Scotland. In
Scotland for 1878 it was 76 per cent. of the
number on the registers, and in England it
vas 69 per cent. These figures are worth

the serious attention of those who have con-
trot over our sclsools; and it is worth their
while to inquire whether we are likely to
maintain the educational pre-eminence we
dlaim for our school system while the attend-
ance compares so unfavourably with that of
other and less favoured lands.

Would it not be worth a little extra labour,
vhich the Minister might well cause to be
bestowed upon this Report before it is issued,
to shew, for instance, that little over 50 per
cent. of all our scholars attend more than
half the number of days the schools are
open; also to exhibit the percentage of
average attendance in each county, city,
town and village, and thus display the strict-
ness of some school corporations and the
aaxity of others in this important matter.

The interest that is now taken by the press
in educational affairs is a guarantee that any
effort of the Minister in this direction would
be rewarded by ample publicity, and by ju-
dicious criticism. The total expenditure for
-all public school purposes was $2,889,347,
which is $12.87 per pupil in average attend-
:ance. In England the corresponding item
was $10.18, and in Scotland $1o.42.

There were 4,990 schools giving employ.
ment to 6,473 teachers, of whom 3,060 were
males. These numbers shew a decrease of
150 schools, and an increase of five teachers
on the previous year. As the number of

pupils decreased as well as the number of
schools, we may conclude that there are now
fewer scholars to each teacher. This, if
other things are favourable, is a guarantee
that the training will be more thorougli.
2,052 teachers are Methodists, 2,042 Pres-
byterians, 949 Church of England, 789 Ro-
man Catholics, of whom 456 are employed
in the public schools and the remainder in
the separate schools. The balance of the
teachers belong, in varying numbers, to a
great variety of denominations. Of the
teachers employed, 210 hold [St class Pro-
vincial certificates, 1,409 hold 2nd class,
and 3,904 hold 3rd class county board cer-
titicates. These numbers shew a decrease
of 4o holding Ist class, of 22 holding 3rd
class, but an increase of ro5 holding 2nd
class. In addition to these there were 328
teachers holding ist class old county board
certificates, 142 holding 2nd class, and of
holding 3rd class.

These figures shew that more than one-
half the teachers of the Province are of the
lowest class, or those who have the least ex-
periene: in their work, and who, if we may
be guided by the grade of their certificates
are but imperfectly fitted for what they un-
dertake. This preponderance, which for the
present is likely to continue, should direct
increased attention to professional training,
so that what the teachers lack in theoretical
knowledge, they may compensate for by
experience in school-room work.

While the number of teachers holding 3rd
class certificates has decreased, it is a sig-
nificant fact that those holding interin cer-
tificates have increased by ii, making the
number of persons in charge of schools in
the Province who hold no legal certificate,
480. When there is such a superabundance
of legally qualifled teachers who are pre.
pared to occupy any situation at a reasonable
salary, is it not time that Mr. Crooks abol-
ished the permit system for ever? If one
county has not enough of duly qualified
teachers, let it be supplied from another that
has an overflow. It is true that some coun-
ties object to employ teachers with endorsed
certificates, but surely these would be better
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than those having no cer tificates at aIl. This
is an important matter to which wC may refer
at greater length at some future time. The
average salary of male teachers in counties

was $382 ; of female teacliers, $247*; in
cities, of male teacheis, $730; of female
teachers, $313t in towns, of male teachers,
$577; of female teachers, $274. We are
sorry to note that there was a decrease of $3
in the average salary paid to male teachers
throughout the Province. The highest salary
paid to any teacher in a county was $Soo,
the lowest $125 ; in a city the highest was
$î,coo, the lowest, $5oo ; and in a town
thehighest was$i,2oo, and the lowest, $200.
It will be interesting to compare the sala-
ries paid in this country with those paid in
Scotland for instance. There the average
salary for male teachers in 1878 was $66g,
for female teachers, $352; while 475 male
teachers received salaries ranging froni $i,-
000 to $1,5oo and upwards, and 214 female
teachers received salaries ranging from $50o
to $î,ooo and upwards. Ontario is far from
being the rich pasture land for teachers many
people, in ignorance, or with narrowness of
view, believe it to be. The number of High
Schools and Collegiate Institutes in the Prov-
ince continues at 1o4. They are in charge
of 298 teachers,-an increase of iS. The
average salary is $748,-a decrease, for the
year, of $8. The number of scholars on the
registers was 10,574, un increase of 1,345;
and the total expenditure was $396,oîo.
This shews the cost per pupil registered to

be $37.45, but a few cents above what it
was in the previous year. The average at-
tendance for the whole year was 5,998, or 56
per cent. of the registered attendance; and
the cost per pupil in average attendance vas
$66. There were 35 registered pupils to
each teacher ; while in the Public Schools
there were 75. Seventy-six of the High
Sehools are free, the rest charge a fee per
term, ranging from 25 cents to $5.

When we examine the statistical tables of
the Normal and Model Schools, we find a
great deal of pains displayed to afford infor-
mation about matters that are of very little
moment to any one. For example, who

carcs how many applied for admission to the
Toronto Normal School since it started, or
how many wverc admitted or rejected ? These
facts have long since ceased to be of interest
even to those who were personally concerned.
But it is a matter of moment for the people
of the country to know at what cost the
young people who go to these institutions
for their professional training are turned out
as teachers. This information it is impossi-
ble to get in regard to the Toronto Normal-
School apart from the Model School, so we
must he content with that supplied concern-
ing the Ottawa Normal School, and supple-
ment it by what is found in the treasurer's
report of rc ipts and expenditure for 1878.
We thus find that 87 students were admitted
to this institution in 1878, and the gross ex-
penditure for salaries and expenses was $1i,-

373-40. Hence each teacher in training

cos,t the country $130 for corrent expenses,
without making any allowance for expendi-
ture on capital account in' the shape of build-
ings, etc.

Seeing that the training of first class
teachers is being done at much less expense,
and with as good result in our Collegiate
Institutes and High Schools, it is worthy o
the Minister's serious consideration whether
he might not reduce the expenses of the
Normal Schools by relieving them of the
training of first class teachers altogether,
and allowing the not over-worked staff to
devote their energies, aided by abundant
leisure, exclusively to the professional work
legitimately belonging to them as Normal
teachers. We must waive, for the present,
any reference to the interesting matter con-
tained in the appendices.

In the above synopsis we have tried to
lay before our readers a clear and succinct
statement of the more important and inter-
esting features of Mr. Crooks' Report. Were
we disposed to take a pessimist view of its
tabulated results, we might say that they
shew a rather retrograde tendency in educa-
tional matters, but this we believe is only
temporary, and we have no doubt that when
Mr. Crooks, a year hence, presents his re-
port for the year just closed, he will be able
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to shcw the same steady advance which has
marked lte progress of our educational sys-
tem duringand imnimediately following the
period of Dr. Rycrson's regime.

REPORT OF TIrS SU'ERNRENDENT OF
EDtCATION OF TUE PRovINcE OF
QtUEBEC FOR TIUE VEAR 1877-78.
This is a bulky volume Of sOme 240 pages,

giving a statement of the condition of educa-
tion in Quebec for the period named. From
it we gather that therc were 234,828 pupils
attending 4,209 clementary schools, under
6,072 teachers, ofwhom it,i67 were maie. The
average attendance vas 180,249, which shews
that 77 ptpils out of every oo attended
school every school day in the year. This
is 30 per cent. higher than the average at-
tained in the public schools of Ontario. The
cost of schools was $1,712,747-made up of
$1,556,363 from local assessment, etc., and
%ubsidies amounting to $156,384 paid by the
Government. This makes the average cost
for each pupil registered $7.30, and for each
pupil in average attendance $9 50.

Enough money is spent on each pupil to
produce fair results, and if these are not forth-
coming, as we are justified by the Inspector's
Reports in saying they are not, it is perhaps
because the teachers are so miserably paid.
Indeed the professional salaries of the Pro-
vince are sa much a curiosity that we tabulate
them for the information or amusement of our
readers.

Males. Females.
No. of teachers who reccive less than

$roo per annum................. 102 2,089
No. ofteacherswhoreceive$Sooto$2oo 572 2,522

S 4. " $2ooto$400. 325 259
i $4oo and over. 168 35

Can we wonder, therefore, when we find
such remarksasthe following in the Inspectors'
Reports? "I say, therefore, that the educa-
tion and instruction of boys in our country
parts are almost worthless, and this bec&use
these two important matters are entrusted
to young girls of from eighteen to twventy
years of age." "Convents spring up here
and there as if by magic. These houses are
kept up by dint of Z-eat sacrifices. Why
not do as much for the education of boys?

Are not the latter to be superior to the young
ladics who are brought up in the convents ?
It should he so, but with Our present system
this order is reversed. Vet it would bc
clcaper to keep a good modcl school than a
convent." "I have 97 female teachers, and
the magnificent number of i male teacher, in
20 municipalities. 76 female teachers re-
ceive from $64 to $72 saIlary; 21 a little over
$roo. I have done deploring, or rather I
will deplore no more, the fate of most of
these young ladies, for I know by experience
that they are the direct authoressess of their
own misfortune, and that because they take
situations at the lowest price." "I regret
to have to say that the teachers in general
are badly paid, and this disheartens the
majority of them. It is therefore desira-
ble that the salaries should be higher, if we
wish the schools to continue improving. I
have especially remarked that the teachers
who are properly remunerated display more
zeal and energy in teaching." " There are
very few primary schools which may be con-
sidered good schools, and I am all the more
convinced of this, that the irregular attend-
ance of pupils, and the want ofproper know-
ledge of how to teach, in the teachers, are
the principal reasons."

These Inspectors make serious complaints
about the numerous badly built and defici-
ently fuinished school-houses. They are
greatly exercised too at the variety of text
books in use.

In 1878 no Inspector got a salary of more
than a $i,ooo a year.

There are 3 Normal Schools, with a staff
of 49 teachers, and an attendance of 306
students. Their cost was $6o,8oo, which
makes the average cost of each pupil amount
to $200.

The most interesting part of this volume
is the Inspectors' Reports, from which we
have already quoted ; these will compare
very favourably with those found in our
own Report, not only in their literary form,
but in their contents, which are of considera-
ble educational value. Many of them bear
evidence of having been written by thoughtful,
experienced, cultured and earnest men. It
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is from thei that we find how low the stan-
dard of education is in our sister province.
Thcir statistical tables shew us that only 42
per cent. can read well, and but 34 per cent.

-flucntly ; 6o per cent. only arc in writing,
.and 57 per cent. in arithmetic. Many
scholars leave school without the ability to
write their naines. With facts likc these he-
-fore us We nust re-echo what appears with
persistent iteration as their opinion that the
systein of instruction in Quebec must be
vastly iniprovcd before these schools will
turn out either good citizens or good men ;
that if lier population is to be a self-govern-
ing one, taking an active and intelligent in-
tet est in public affairs, they must be subjected
to better mental and moral discipline than
they are at present.

With this Report before us we may be per-
doned for indulging in a little sclf-felicitation
-over our own excellent school system. We
are in the happy condition of the Spanish
beauty who has the companionship of an ugly
duenna to add to her charms.

CHEMISTRY OF CoOtN LIFE, by James
F. W. Johnston, M.A., etc. New edition,
revised and brought down to the present.
time by A. H. Church, M.A. New York:
D. Appleton & Co. Toronto : Hart &
Rawlinson.
Our older readers will remember that the

first publication of this work, twenty-five
years ago, opened up a mine of knowledge to
the general public on matters which
deeply concerned their health and life.
We have often wished for a reprint of the
work which would embody the results of the
latest investigations and discoverie:. on the
subjects of which it treats. Mr. Church has

stepped forward andi more than gratified our
wish. Himself a skilful chemist, and one
accustomed to put in a popular form scienti-
fic knowledge bearing upon the lealth and
comfort of the people, lie lias made it a
labour of love, as well as duty, in preparing
this edition for the press, to incorporate what-
ever fresh information could be lad upon
each subject, so that lie imiglit make the work
as complcte as possible up to the present
time.

Mr. Johnston's original design was to
make the book a inanual for schools; lis
accomplislhed editor has adlhered to that
design thruughout, and comple ed it by a new
chapter on " The Colours wc admire."

Now that we have the teaching of Hygiene
among our school subjects, we know of no
better book for a teaclier to have at hand to
assist him, not only in giving rational infor-
mation and instruction upon matters that
concern health, but in shewing to bis
scholars the scientific basis of what lie
teaches. The titles of a fcw of the chapters
will indicate the thoroughly practical charac-
ter of the work for the use we indicate:
"The Air we Breathe," "The Water we
Drink," "The Soil we Cultivate," "The
Bread we Eat," "The Beef we Cook,"
" The Beverages we Infuse," " The Liquors
we Ferment," "The Narcotics we Indulge
in," "The Snells ie Dislike," "What we
Breathe and Breathe for," " What, How, and
Why we Digest," " The Body we Cherish."
Not the least of the attractions of the book is
the pleasant style in which it is written. It
lias numerous wood cuts, and the paper,
binding and typography are particularly
suited for the volume as a hand-book.
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EDITORIAL NOTES.

A'PPEARANCE VS. REALITY.

Educational systems are in a bad way
when those to whom their interests are com-
mitted delude themselves with the belief
that they have " reached unto perfection."
Ve have all of us long burned incense at

the altar of that ideal excellence to which
our Ontario school system is supposed to
have attained. The quaint but friendly let-
ter, in the Contributors' Department of our
present issue, from a foreign visitor to our
schools, may, in the particular of school ap-
paratus and general educational furniture,
open our eyes to the real position of affairs.
The truth of the facts rclated by our foreign
critic will doubtless atone for the treason of
his utterance; but is it not time that we
should stop patting each other complacently
on the back in the belief that no country
has a superior or more complete school or-
ganization than we have in Ontario? We
are not pessimists; but our correspondent's
letter reveals a state of things with regard to
the impoverished equipment of our schools
which it is childish for us to hide from our-
selves and criminal to conceal frum others.
But the letter challenges attention, not only
for its revelation of the meagreness of the
educational apparatus to be found in the
schools, particularly of the rural sections,
but in its indictment of our morality in
accepting honours conferred at International
Exhibitions under false pretences. As edu-

cationists, it is the weak side of our charac-
ter that, mriisled by pretentious shows, we
are too apt to blindly praise and ignorantly
to admire. Theoretically, our schools are
models ; practically, in many instances, they
are far otherwise. For years L.ck the Educa-
tion Devartment has maintained, for the man-
ufacture of globes, maps, and school appar-
atus, a monopoly whose operations have been

as primitive and uncommercial as they have-
been silent and mysterious. If rumour is to
be trusted, this phantom Conpany is repre-
sented by one of the chief officials of the
Depository, and its charter, it is said, was,
obtained by the use of the names of business
men in Turonto whose interests were con-
veniently forgotten on the incorporation of
the Company. To this semi-mythical and
quasi-official firm the schools for years have
had alone to look for their supplies of school
furniture and apparatus, and education has-
been deprived of the substantial advantages.
which an open market and the compe-
tition of trade might have otherwise,
afforded. That this Departmental trading-
house has been able to make a good appear-
ance at the Education Office, and bas also.
found it politic to go into the "show busi-
ness" at Philadelphia and Paris, is easily
understoud. That it has failed, as a busi-
ness house, to reach most of the schools of
the country, and been inert in extending to
them the facilities of an educational st îply-
store, is, under the circumstances, equally
comprehensible. But this the Minister of
Education must sec is not advantageous to-
the interests over which he presides, nor is
it the function of a Government Education.
Bureau, cither in connection with the De-
pository which he now wisely promises to,
abolish, or in connection with a mysteriously
operating firn, the chief members of which
are amor.g the officials and employés of his.
Department. For the good name of our
schools, and the credit of our educationaL
system, Mr. Crooks will do well to look
into the matter we have thus plainly referred
to, that appearances may be justified offacts,
and the Province be relieved of the odious
imputation of winning its educational hon--
ours by fraud or by deceit.
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THîE ABOLITION OF TIE El)UCA-
TION DEPOSITOIRV.

It cannot be said that in the mnatter of
clnsing at an Carly day the dloors of
the Eulucation Icpository of Ontario. Mt.
Crooks has shewn himsclf to he in any
sense a hasty innovator. For twenty ycars,
to otir knovledlge, has the abolition of
tie cstalblihmeit heen called for. The
trade have fouglit against it as an ille-
gitiniate interference vith commerce, and
the public have decried it because oi its
inelliciency and cost. Notwithstanding
the arguments repcatedly advanced for its
discontinuance, those interestcd in its opera.
tions have always nanaged to kecp it going.
It vas the one preserve that Confederation
had left in the Province to ofticialisim.
iHence, at all hazards, it was to Ie defenfed
and maintained. From an influential and
disinterested source, six years ago, it received
its death-blov, but the careful tending of
many nurses bas thus far kept the vital spark
alive. What. in this interval of decrepitude,
it lias unwarrantably cost the Province, only
the life-annuitants of the institution can ap-
proximatcly guess. With its profit and loss
account the cour.y has never been made
familiar, but the accumulation of unsaleable
stock is a speaking commentary upon its
management. What the character of that
stock is, the ten thousand recently printed
catalogues of labelled literary rubbislh throw
some light on. A dear Educational whistle
the Depository has ever been, but it entailed

the greatest loss upon the country when,
under Dr. Ryerson's reginie, Mr. Mowat
weakly sacrificed to its maintenance the able
men who composed the last Council of Pub-

lic Instruction. It may be instructive to

remember that the latest official act of that
body was to urge upon Government the step
which Mr. Crooks, after these six additiontd
years of galvanized life for the institution, is
now about to take, The reflection is not a
pleasant one that, for that suggestion-trea.

-son then, but loyalty now-the country lost
the services of men who were doing a price-
less work for education and the school sys-

Sterm of Ontario.

CAINEr MINISTERS AND SCIIOOL
TEACIIERS IN VACATION.

'lie Oitario Government las given the
screw of economy anothcr turni in reducing
the grant to the Ontario School of Art, an
institution which has proved itselif highly
deserving of the sniall annual pittance the
local Government lias hitlicrto coniributed
tovarls its support. Of course, if guberna.
torial jaunts are to be annually provided
for, and at the cost of the one to Manitoba
of last summer, with its outlay of $5,444 for
travelling expenses, wine bills, and cigars, it
is not to be vondered at that Educational ait
must go witiout encouragement and tcchni.
cal draving be limited to the uses for which
"corkscrevs," and not crayon stumps, are
the indispensable auxiliaries. The drafts
upon the Provincial Treasury for this holiday
sprece of lis Honour and Mr. Wood curi-
ously enough come to liglt while the Mini-
ster of Eduication is considering petitions to
shorten the brief summer vacation of the
over-worked and ill-paid teacher. H-ov Mr.
Crooks can entertamn tlie idea of despoiling
<lie teacher of any portion of his welh-earne(l
holidays, while the country learis how, and
at what public cost,hiscolleaguetheTreasurer
spends his, is more than we can comprehend.
But without drawing further parallels, it is
time that this petty cavilling at the sumnci
holidays of the schools should cease, and the
few who clamour for their curtailment be
made to know that, in the interest of the
teacher and the pupil alike, the full mid-
summer vacation is an indispensable provi-
sion of the educational system. It would
be both immoral and the falsest economy
to abridge the holidays ; and Mr. Crooks
should leave no dour open to the chance oi
option, in any section of the country, of their
abridgment.

MODEL SCHOOLS AND THE DEFI-
CIENCIES OF TEACIERS

IN TRAINING.

There are two or three suggestive pages in
the current Report of the Minister of Eduî-
cation for Ontario which greatly relieve
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the monotony of ils statisticail departients,
and the consideration of whicli mlîay lnot Ic
withqut its lessons. Wc refer to the opin-
ions cxpressed by the Principals of the
County Motde Schools as to the comnion
<leticiencies of teacier. in training and dhcir
suîggestions vitlh the view of secutring greater
efficicncy in ic future management of the
schools under their control. Rcfcrring
meantimc to the former of these, ve find the
tifty Masters of the Mdel Schools rccording
tlie:r opinions of the lacking qualifications
of the budding teacier, the sum of whose
shortcomings imay be reckoncd ip in tlic
one word ' veal." In detail, the character-
istic de!iciencies are labelled with more or
less variety and picturesqueness, but the
terni we have used fairly expresses the pres-
ent immature condition of their professional
powers, though doubtless it is only that of a
transitional period. One missing qualifica-
tion, lowever, is commented upon by a
third ofithe Masters,namcly,"lack of energy,"
which, thougi itself a mark of immaturity,
is to be notcd as a defect in many teachers
of even long service in the profession,.
IIow best to cure this may vell engage the
thouglits of both the Minister of Education
and of the Inspectors. In times of active,
unflagging thought like the present, wlen so
mwuch is expected of both the schools and the
pupils, there is no place for the sluggish
mood or the torpid intellect. Both are a
crime against the age. Yet the remedy will
not alone be found in preaching against list-
lessness and inactivity. Nor will the occa-
sional visit of an energetic inspector avail,
unless the teacher is made to take a pride in
his work, and has the consciousness of hav-
ing mastered it. Power can never be mani-
fested in teaching unless there is mastery ;
and the secret of success is in thorough
training. Half-education in the pupil is
bad enough; in the teacher it is criminal.
The best antidotes are study and sound
training, with such stimulants as may be im-
parted by a zealous and efficient instructor,
surcharged with the magnetism whici a
healthful and vigorous physical frame enables
its possessor even unconsciously to exert. It

should, however, bc burne in mini that there
is a tendency, particularly in these County
Model Schools, to attempt too nuch in the
way Of rofessional training, which neither
the masters nor the student' can satisfactorily
grapple witlh. This of itsclfwill but too rcad-
ily dissipate cnergy, and introduce a fevered
fuîssincss inimical to progress and fatal Io
good order and discipline. li the good work
thcsc Model Schools are doing it woudie a
pity if thcy shouîld imperil thcic usfciuess by
any indiscretions cither of over-zcal or or
ignorance.

INSPECTORIAL "FINE WRITING."
Is thcre is :o r -ans of repressing. in the

interest of a chste and sober diction, the
pathos indulged mn at intervals by Inspectors
in the'r Reports to theEducation Department
of Onitario? "here is scarcely an annual
Repor issued by the Minister which is not
disfigurd by instances of high-falitin wri-
ting on the part of those whose official posi-
tion should incite then to set hetter models
of composition before their brethren in the
profession. The latest specimen of this
" tall writing " is to be found on page 124 Of
the Annual Report on Education for [878,
just issued by order of the Legislative As-
sembly of Ontario. It is only an "extract,"
and the sober mind will be grateful ihat there
is fortunately no more of it, though how
ruthiessly the metaphor may have been torn
from its context who shall say? lere it is :

" There are many considerations, which
enable me to state to you that the wave of
progress flows onward to the maturity of
perfection, gradually deepening and widen-
ing. I regret to have to statethat thestrength
of this wave is greatly diminished, and its
volocity retarded, as it strikes against the
rocks of frequent change of teachers, irregu-
larity o attendance of pupils, and erroneous
conceptions of the nature of Education.

" In the whole course of School Legisla.
tion, there lias been nothing calculated so
well to augment, clarify, and beautify this.
wave as the Regulation requiring all teach-rs
to be professionally trained, before they -
sume the momentous responsibility of edu-
cating youth.

"The Intermediate Examiiation is a grand
tributary to the great Educational wave."
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NEGRO EDUCATION.

Our attcntion lIas been drawn ta a very
ablc paper written by W. N. Armstrong, of
Virginia, anul entitled 'One Aspcct of the
Negro Question." This cssay, first read
bcforc the Yale Alumni Association of Ncw
York, waý republislied t.' othcr day in the
Prsent Century, one of thc inumcrous cclectic
periodicals of that city. \Vhlc sibmitting
to the inevitabie, and recognizing the great
fact oi the libcration of the negrocs as the
practical result of the war of Secession, Mr.
Armstrong still has the courage to contcnd
that the suddfnness ai that libetation and of
the pnlitical enfranchiscment which follovcd
it is fraught v *'h peril to the best intcrcsts
nf the Republic. Upon the wholc lie looks
on the Negro Question from the stand-point
of Carlyle, rather than from the marc en\o-
tional platfori of the philanthropic aboli-
tionist. Judgcd in the light of facts,
Quashce is an inferior being. "What,"
asks Mr. Armstrong, "are his antecedents?"
Wien originally imported, his ancestors
were ignorant, degraded, savagepagans. Till
recent dlays they have experienced no civiliz-
ing influences. Education was forbidden.
The marriage tie, the bonds of family fcel-
ing, were alike unknown. Nothing but a
few of the outward forms of religion an
civilization percolatid down ta them from
the energetic domineering race that ruled
over them with a rod of iron.

Is it then ta be vondered at that thinking
men, while discarding all notions of reaction,
consider that a great mistake was committed
when the electoral body of the States was
su Idenly swelled by four million voters of
this calibre ? Distributed, as these men are,

over a large number of States. It is plain
that in a closcly contested clection the bal.
ance of powcr may lie in thcir hands, and
the chance of succcssful manipulation of the
polls indcfinitcly incrcascd.

" WC must cducate our mastcrs,'-this
was the remark made whien the last Enghîsh
Rcorm bill had struck a layer of voters un-
accustomcd ta the habits of self.governng.
bodies. With liow muich mare force the
remark applies ta the United States of ta-
day, let cach man tell hiiself who contrasts
the most unclucatcd Englishs artisan with
Sambo, slave tu fetichisin, accustomed to
scparatc rcligion from morality, liable to im-
position, panic, and the surrender of his own
will ta that of any one stronger or mare
cunning than himself.

Mr. Armstrong considers that education is-
doing little as yct ta remove these dangers.
Truc, he says, thscre was an educational
" boom " directly after the war. Reading
and writing had been sa tabooed that tlicir
possession seemed to be a charm to conjure
with. " Whcn they discovcred that there
"was no immecdiate connection between
"learning and money, their zeal began to
"die out. Studious old negroes studying
"spelling books by the light of the pine
'torch are not so common." The vast
distances and the poverty of the country,
too, are great difficulties in the way of the
practical and efficient working of any school
systei however well devised.

We shou.ld like to hear from any of our
readers, w'io may have had experience in
tc.s.hing she average negro in the Southern
States, as tu how far their views coincide
viths those of Mr. Armstrong.

CORRIcro-. -In our last issue we fell into ero in saying that Mr. Samuel Woods,
M.A., had been appuinted ta the Chair of Classics in Queen's Cohege, rendered vacant by
the recent death of the Rev. Professor Ms.Kerras. Mr. Woods, it seems, has simply been
requested by the Principal tu teach the Greek Classes in the College until the Trustees meet,
when they will advertise for a successor ta the late incumbent of the office. The Rev. Mr.
Nicho.an, whu ha.. discharged the duties of Assistant Professor of C'assics very satisfactorily
for two years past, we learn, continues ta teach the Latin Classes.


